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In Luce Tua
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors
The Court Honors the Holy Name

WE

HAVE _ALWAYS been bothered a bit by Luther's explanation of the Second Commandment. While
we fully agree with him that cursing, swearing, using
witchcraft, lying and deceiving by God's Name are
sins, the C.o mmandment as we read it is not talking
about these sins but about taking the Name of God "in
vain." Chesterton, in a delightful little essay on the
Second Commandment, makes the point that what is
forbidden here is not the use of the Name, even for an
evil purpose, but the mere tossing in of the Name for
effect, the using of the Name when X or "To whom it
may concern" would serve just as well. And he goes on
to comment that this misuse of the Name is characteristic not of the sort of people we usually describe as profane, but of nice, religious folk who drop the Name of
the Eternal One as easily and thoughtlessly as they drop
any of the other cliches of piety.
We wish that those who have worked themselves up
into such a lather over the recent Supreme Court decision in the case of the New York Regents' prayer
would take the five minutes or so that it would take
to read this essay of Chesterton's. (It wouldn ' t hurt
them to read the Court's decision, too, while they are
at it. They would note, among other things, that the
decision restricts itself to the point that it is not the
function of public bodies to write prayers and require
their use in the public schools.) They might then at
least find some sounder base for criticizing the decision
than the contention that the prayer which the Regents
cooked up for the schools was "innocuous." Prayer, if
addressed to any god other than the true god, is idolatrous. Certain kinds of prayer, even if they are addressed to the true God, may be blasphemous. But the
one thing that prayer can never under any circumstances
be is innocuous.

In a religiously pluralistic society, there is no place
in the public school for cqrporate prayer, not even for
SEPTEMBER
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"innocuous" prayers addressed to whom it may concern.
And it is certainly no part of the duty of public bodies
to write . prayers for the schools. In the first place, the
taxpaying atheist or agnostic has every legal right to
demand that his taxes not be used for the furtherance
of religion, however insipid and nondenominational
it may be. In the second place, we do not want our
own children to get any wild notions of God as a sort
of X quantity who, in one equation, works out to the
Holy, Blessed Trinity; in another, to Yahweh; in another, to Allah; and in ·another, to some four-armed hermaphrodite with an opal in his navel.
It is the function of the· state to maintain peace and
order, not to evangelize or direct worship. Whether
the First Amendment as such actually establishes a
"wall qf separation" between church and state is an
arguable point, but there can be no doubt that this
wall has been built and reenforced by a long series of
court decisions, and it is our opinion that this wall has
had the effect of safeguarding the conscience of the individual from violation by government. We were, therefore, much pleased by the Court's decision.

"These Be Thy Gods, 0 Israel!"
We would be more impressed by demands for opportunity to express our national piety if we had not recently seen a Survey of Current Business, published by
the Department of Commerce, which includes some statistics that speak louder than many words on the subject of our real loyalties as a people. There is a fine
old American saying, "Put your money where your
mou~h is." In I9p9, we Americans spent the following amounts per capita on certain classes of expenditures:
N a tiona! defense --------------------------------------$257.93
New cars and purchase of used cars ________ 83.86
Gasoline ·and oil ------------------------------------ 61.78
Alcoholic beverages ------------------------------- 53.33
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Tobacco products -------------------------------------- 33.50
Religion and welfare activities ________________ 23.62
The United Nations ----------------------------.II
In the absence of any clear identification of the
"God" whom we invoke on our national coinage, in the
Pledge to the Flag, and in school prayers, it would be
reasonable to suppose that he is the god to whom we
bring the first-fruits of our hands. Judged by this
standard, the front-running candidates would seem to
be Mars, Hermes, Bacchus, and Vulcan .T all of them
decent enough chaps in their own way, b.ut hardly the
sort of gods we would want nice little Protestant boys
and girls to go around invoking.
"But," someone will say, "you take too narrowly
economic a view of our piety." All right. Shall we
judge then by the songs we sing, by the magazines and
books we read, by the television we watch? If these be
criteria of judgment, it is hard to escape the impression
that our true god is the Lady Venus of the silk-soft
hands and the skin you love to touch. And while we
personally find the Lady Venus a more agreeable deity
than the rather brutish fellows listed above, we doubt
that she is quite what some of these Southern senators
have in mind when they rumble that we gotta see to it
that the radicals don't chase God out of our schools
while they are letting the "niggers" in.
And that's just the trouble. We really can't figure
out just who this putative national deity is. Is he the
god who, according to some people, made th~ black
man inferior to the white man? Is he Miss Jane Russell's "Living Doll"? Is he the Allah whose messenger
is Elijah Muhammad? Is he Mrs. Mary Baker Eddy's
"Principle of all harmonious Mind-action"? Is he all of
these or none of these? The sponsors of the Christian
Amendment are at least honest enough to give him a
name, although they would, in effect, make a secondclass citizen of anyone who is unwilling to call him
by that name. But the school-prayer people pride
themselves on concealing his name. This, it seems to
us, borders on dishonesty.

The Crisis Convention
The medical definition of a crisis is "that change
in a disease which indicates whether the result is to be
recovery or death." Judged by that definition, the 45th
regular convention of The Lutheran Church-Missouri
Synod in Cleveland last June was, indeed, a crisis convention. And the prognosis, we are happy to say, is
recovery.
The major achievements of the convention can, we
believe, be summarized under three headings:
1. The Synod reaffirmed its intention to participate
actively and confessionally in the life and work of the
ecumenical church, and decisively rejected every attempt
to transform it into a sect. The delegates to the convention refused to hamstring · representatives of the
Synod in doctrinal discussions with fellow Lutherans
4

of other denominations and with representatives of the
Presbyterian church. At the same time, they endorsed
a proposal to seek closer associations with Lutheran
churches throughout the world which appear to share
the Synod's doctrinal position. Most important of all,
they found unconstitutional a resolution of the 1959
convention which would, in effect, have added a recent
and peculiarly denominational document to the confessional basis of Synod.
2. The Synod repudiated the efforts of a small and
misguided element in its membership to substitute the
methods of the John Birch Society for evangelical discipline. So appalled were the delegates by the methods
of this element that real and troublesome theological
differences were, for the moment, set aside. As one
delegate put it, "These guys [the extremists] could
have brought in the Apostles' Creed and we would
have rejected it." This convention performed a notable
service to the Synod by drawing the boundaries of permissible conduct in debate among brethren.
But
the substance of controversy remains to be resolved
in responsible, charitable, and evangelical debate.
3. The Synod turned to younger leadership. In so
doing, it did not repudiate the leadership of the past,
but it did recognize that a number of its leaders ha(l
arrived, as President Behnken put it, at "an age beyond
which very few people might be expected to shoulder
the responsibilities of the ever-increasing duties" of
their offices. The average age in the Praesidium,
which was 60 before the convention, is now 56. The
average age in the Board of Directors, if officers and
advisory members are included, stands now at 55 against
a pre-convention average of 59.
The most important ground on whid1 the convention
might be faulted is that it gave little attention to the
church's mission enterprise. Understandable as this
neglect is in view of the commotion which had to be
settled, it is a neglect which urgently calls for remedy
at the Detroit convention in 1965. As for the "Scharlemann affair," we understand that a number of theological papers which contain no false doctrine have been
withdrawn but not retracted, and that their author has
been forgiven. What it all means we do not know.

Good and Faithful Servant
Dr. John W. Behnken became president of The Lutheran Church-Missouri Synod two years before The
Cresset was founded. For almost a quarter of a century, therefore, he and we were involved in the same
questions, the same conflicts, the same problems. There
were times when we stood on opposite sides of issues.
As a matter of fact, on some issues we still do. But
during all of those years the Old Man was - and we
might as well admit it - a "father figure" to us, as he
was to the Church at large, and we are grateful that
his retirement gives us the opportunity to say some
things about him which we could not have said before
THE CRESSET

without exposing ourselves to the charge of sycophancy.
The president of Synod is constitutionally charged
with the responsibility for supervising doctrine. Unfortunately, the electoral process, while it can make a
man a president, can not make him a theologian. But
one thing Dr. Behnken had which the Church desperately needed in his day and which made him its
unquestioned leader for more than a quarter of a century. That was - and is. - a remarkable evangelical
intuition which enabled Dr. Behnken to keep the
Church in the main channel of its mission when many
of its crew were insistently demanding that it adventure
into attractive bayous.
Like all great leaders, Dr. Behnken was able to reduce
complexities to radical simplicities. Jn an age of conflict among races, among economic groups, among
power blocs he was able to see all of mankind in the
only two categories which are ultimately significant those who believe and are saved, a nd those who do not
believe and arc damned . From this clear view of man
came the fervently missionary emphasis which forced
the Church, in his day , to throw off every cultural
shackle and reach out LO make disciples of all nations.
At a time when thoughtful people in Synod were struggling with theological questions which no honest man
could simply ignore, Dr. Behnken stood between them
and those who would have read them out of the Church
for daring to question the received tradition, even
though he himself was an earnest and persuasive champion of that tradition. At a time when all of Christendom was stirring with a renewed concern for unity, Dr.
Behnken kept insisting that all true ecumenicism must
be confessional, and that there can be no· honest organiLational union without that unity of spirit in the
bond of peace which makes the church the church.
lt is still too early, of course, to attempt any definitive evaluation of Dr. Behnken's long presidency. But
standing where we stand now, the past twenty-seven
years look like an era which our grandchildren may
someday remember with gratitude. And if they do,
we hope that they will remember that the shape of this
era in the life o[ the church was, under God, very
largely the product of the faith and labors o[ John ,,Y .
Behnken.

Wishing on a Star
One of the prices we pay for allowing the hucksters
to debase the currency of our language is that when
we need a bright, shiny superlative we find that the only
ones in stock have become shopworn and dull from
overuse.
'Ve want to say something about Telstar, Bell Telephone Laboratories' little spacevision satellite. We
can't call it a magnificent achievement, because magnificent is the standard adjective for any film that
Hollywood produces in full color. ',Ye can't say that
it opens up a whole new world, because every superSEI'TEMBF.R
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market encyclopedia makes that claim. We can't say
that the first trans-Atlantic live television transmissions
via Telestar were epochal, because every new gasoline
and detergent promises to usher in a new epoch.
Nevertheless, Telstar is a magnificent achievement
which opens up new worlds for all of us and which may,
indeed, usher in a new epoch. For the first time in
man's history, we are near the point where any man
or woman or child on earth can be a spectator at any
great event anywhere on earth. It is technically possible, although not probable in most cases, that we could
be present at the announcement of the election of a
pope, at the Bayreuth Festival, at the running of the
Derby, at the Cannes Film Festival - all without leaving our living rooms. But that raises the question:
will we?
We introduced these comments with an observation on the debasement of language. Language is only
one one example, and perhaps not the best example,
of how man has debased every instrument which has
been given him for the broadening of his experiences
and the enrichment of his life. Without wishing to
sound unduly pessimistic, we brace ourself for the possibility that all of the effort and ingenuity that went
into making spacevision possible will turn out to have
been another contribution to the rampant progress of
inanity and mediocrity, the creation of an instrument
for extending the "vast wasteland" to earth's remotest
regions. The same device that made it possible for
Yugoslav peasants to hear the Mormon Tabernacle
choir singing "A Mighty Fortress" can bring them
"The Price is Right," and who knows what horrors
we have been spared by our inability, until now, to
receive European shows?
So it is the old story. Our tools can make us more
human or less human. If we use spacevision as we
have used the printing press, the motion picture, radio,
and television, we may be worse off than in the clays
when men received their news and entertainment from
troubadours and the town crier. But until we are
forced to think otherwise, we shal1 hope that our
colleagues in the arts will rise to the challenge which
the scientists have posed to them and that they will
find uses worthy of such a magnificent tool as spacevision.

Lutheran Church in America
The long hoped for day of Lutheran reunion moved
perceptibly closer at the end of June when the bodies
constituting the new Lutheran Church in America met
in Detroit to launch this newest and largest Lutheran
denomination in America. Appropriately, this convention was held in Coho Hall, which is named for
Detroit's late mayor, Albert Coho, a layman of the
United Lutheran Church in America, the largest of
the . merging denominations.
\Ve are more hopeful than ever before that we shaU
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see one Lutheran Church in America within our lifetime, i.e., within the next twenty-five years. Whether
it will be one corporate entity or not we do not know,
nor do we greatly care. There is something to be said
for a close federation of Lutheran bodies, each fostering the best in its own tradition. Possibly the projected
successor of the National Lutheran Council might develop into such a close federation. At any rate, there
can be no doubt that the unity toward which the Holy
Spirit has been leading Lutherans of all brands and
all denominations wlll ultimately find some organizational expression.
We believe that all of the major Lutheran bodies are
now willing to proceed toward some form of union
with all deliberate speed. We suspect that the knottiest
problems we shall have to contend with in the next
few years will not be questions of doctrine but of
practiCe. Since questions of such a nature tend to
lead the disputants into ad hominem arguments, we ·
foresee a certain amount of rough weather ahead with
mutual exchanges of charges of uncharitable judgment
and nit-picking. This is probably unavoidable and
therefore need not disturb us unduly. But it will require us to keep reminding ourselves and each other
of the large measure of one-ness which is already ours
by the Spirit's blessing and of the need to see these
troublesome but relatively minor differences within the
context of this larger one-ness.

The Lord and Giver of Life
In some of the older agendas of the Church there is
a form for the baptism of "monsters," those tragically
misshapen issue of the human womb which, to all appearances, are not human at all. The formula with
which we are acquainted instructs the clergyman to say,
"If thou art capable of receiving baptism, I baptize thee
in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the
Holy Ghost." Thus the Church allows for the fact
that, as one theologian has put jt, "not everything
that is born of a woman is human."
But children may be born with the most heartbreaking defects and still be unquestionably human.
And around such children, as around all human life,
the Lord and Giver of life has built a wall of protection which no man is entitled to transgress. From
the -moment of union between speFm and ova, however
that union was accomplished and whatever illnesses
or drugs may threaten its proper development, life

exists; and only He Who gave it may terminate it.
We have no desire to usurp the role of the Almighty
as a judge of men's actions or motives. There is a way
of looking at life which makes therapeutic abortion, in
certain circumstances, a matter of conscience. We would
only say that the entire Judaeo-Christian tradition
seems to us to deny any right to man to determine
what shall and what shall not be brought to birth.
The process of gestation is a work of creation, directed
by a purposive Will which we are incompetent to discern and directed toward ends which no man is wise
enough to foresee. The right to life really is, we believe,
unalienable and its termination at any point after conception is, therefore, a usurpation of the powers of its
Creator Who may, for all that we know, have His own
reasons for wishing to allow a deformed creature to
come into existence or to terminate the life of the
mother in the process of bringing a new life into being.
These are harsh things to say, we know. Perhaps only
a Christian can say them, because only he would dare to
say that the God Who allows children. to be born blind
or crippled or mentally defective is Love. But if he
once says that God is Love he must assert the truth of
that confession in all of the circumstances of life, even
in those circumstances where the non-Christian can see
only meaninglessness and tragedy. And now, having
said that, we shall pray for grace to live by it if, as in
the case of families such as the Finkbeins, we should
be confronted with the necessity to make a decision
which involves weighing one life against another.

To Tell the Truth
Readers of The Cresset who have been concerned
about the damage which racial pride has done to the
Christian Church in the United States will be interested
to know about an opportunity which is being offered
to them to bear witness to the Church's one-ness in
Christ.
Next year, from July 31 to August 10, the Lutheran
'Vorld Federation assembly will convene in Helsinki,
Finland. The Reverend Ralph L. Moellering, a frequent contributor to this magazine, is planning to organize a multi-racial "Lutheran Good Will Tour to
Europe" in connection with this assembly. Information on costs and departure dates may be obtained
from Pastor Moellering, whose address is 2425 College
Avenue, Berkeley 4, California.

The editor, the managing editor, the a~sociate editors, the contributing editors, the business staff, and the production staff extend their heartiest congratulatiOons to their colleague,
Victor Hoff~ann, who this month will be awarded the degree of Doctor of Philosophy by
Indiana University. Fi·nis coronat labores eius!
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By Freighter to Silver Bay
--------------8 y

A

A L F R E D

MAN CAN FLY from Detroit to Silver Bay, Minnesota, and back in less than 5-l/2 hours and undergo no change in the round trip. In the last week of
July, eight of us made the same trip in 5-1/2 days by
ore freighter and changed considerably in those few
days. Relaxation is involved in any trip by water, and
on this one, either because of the ship, the route, or
tl)e company, relaxation was almost visible.
The eight of us who made the trip were representatives of either universities or industry, and all of us
were subject, normally, to the usual pressures of civilization itself. In a little over 24 hours we had discarded
many of the trappings of civilization and were eight
quite different men from the eight who had boarded
the ship.
This ore freighter was the Emest R. B1·eerh, one of
four belonging to the Ford Motor Company, which is
used to bring iron ore from Minnesota to the Ford
steel mill in Dearborn. Although buit in 1952, it
was acquired by Ford just this year. Most of its 640foot length and 67-foot width is occupied by holds,
which have a capacity of 16,000 tons of ore: Set high
on the bow are the pilot house and the quarters for the
Captain and the passengers. Quarters for the ten officers and thirty-five crew members were in the stern
over the engine spaces.
The route from Detroit to Minnesota is an unusually
beautiful, changing, and appealing one which combines
the pleasures of both river and sea travel with few of
the disadvantages. The variety of waterways is complete and ranges from the rivers (the Rouge, Detroit,
and St. Clair) through small lakes, such as the Nicolet,
the Munuscong, and the St. Clair, to the two Great
Lakes, Huron and Superior.
Scenery varies accordingly, ranging from the industrial
and commercial skyline of Detroit to small, wooded,
and uninhabited islands. ln Lake Superior the shoreline is often out of sight, but in some of the waterways
it is a mere hundred yards on either side of the ship.
The color of the water changes too, going from the
brown or gray of the rivers to the light blue and green
of St. Clair or Lake Huron to the deep blue of Lake
Superior. Adding to the variety on this route is the
trip through the locks at Sault Ste. Marie and the nightly display of Northern Lights in Lake Superior. It is,
in other words, a trip which is highly conducive to relaxation.
SEI'TEM HER
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When the two tugs pulled the freighter from the
dock, the eight ~f us felt we were getting away from it
all, and we were. Although we were told to dress informally, several, from habit, came aboard in white
shirts and ties. By the first meal, the ties had disappeared and we were wearing sport shirts and neatly
pressed slacks. By the following morning, we were in
T-shirts and baggy slacks or shorts and this was official
dress for the remainder of our time aboard.
On the second day we began another relaxing regression. We stopped shaving. I have noticed before
that there is a longing deep in the breast of any man
who is forced to shave every day to stop the moment he
gets away from work and women. No modern woman
I have met can understand or appreciate this yearning
in man.
Food habits changed completely in those few days.
We all ate more than we normally do, not only becaust!
of the fresh air, but probably also because all of us
were smoking less. At first we reported punctually at
the stated meal hours, but soon we reached the point
where we ate when all of us agreed it was a good time
to eat.
Since the eight of us had known each other professionally for several years, conversation came easily. On
the first leg of the trip, as we passed the Detroit skyline, the talk was of business and the stock market.
Most of the discussion that day was connected in one
way or another with our work. The second day, there
were few references to business or to work, and when
one of the men got a business call on the ship's phone,
he was almost an outsider when he returned to the
group. For the next few days, as we reclined in deck
chairs observing the sea gulls and admiring the scenery,
any serious discussion was more likely to be on literature, religion, or current events. We foull.d that even
a few feet of water adds a lot of perspective to current
events.
When the Detroit skyline came into view on our
last morning, we were once more carefully dressed,
clean-shaven, and reporting promptly for meals. · Our
work again became a subject for discussion. Just a little
tension was in the air as we realized we were getting
back into a world where decisions, more important than
when to eat, had to be made. We had made the complete circle and were once more civilized.
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The Sensitive Administrator
BY BERTIL PETERSON
Gmduate Student in Personnel Services

University of Colorado

A Case for Individuality
sEVERAL WRITERS IN THE field of human relations express their concern about the influence of organization and collectivism in our present age. Chris Argyris, in his book, Personality and Organization, expresses
his concern for the influence of the system of formal
organ.ization:
Empirical evidence is presented to illustrate the
rational character of the formal organization and to
support the proposition that the basic impact of
the formal organizational structure is to make the
employees feel dependent, submissive, and passive,
and to require them to utilize only a few of their
less important abilities.l
0. A. Ohman writes of the present trend toward bigness as it applies to business, unions, education, churches, practice of the professions, etc. "Everything is getting bigger," Mr. Ohman writes, "except the individual,
and he is getting smaller and more insignificant and
more dependent on large social units."2 William H.
Whyte, Jr., in The Organization Man, reminds our
present generation that since we are living in an age
of organization, we need now to emphasize the other
side of the coin. The need is not only to cooperate
with The Organization, but also to know how to
resist it.3
Many writers are proponents of individuality: the
dignity of the human being, his capacity for growth
and development, and his uniqueness as a personality.
The philosophy which this paper supports is likewise
in defense of individuality. In an age of collectivism
factors are still available which can produce an individuality of such a nature that human dignity can
transcend the controlling factors which tend to produce apathy, conformity, and passivity.

lntro.ducing the Sensitive Administrator
In much of the current literature on human relations,
writers refer to a quality of sensitivity which many
consider an asset in the administrator. Whole articles
are not given to this subject very frequently, but its
mention as an invaluable characteristic is given with
emphasis. Some writers may make only an occasional
reference to the sensitivity of an administrator without
going into great detail about the many facets of the
subject. The philosophy of human relations which
this paper sets forth is approached in terms of "the
sensitive administrator." The premise for his "sensi8

tive outlook" is founded on the Christian perspective.
An impression gained from much of human relations
literature is that a number of writers in the field value
sensitivity and the ethics of ~hristianity without necessarily presenting the one as an outcome of the other.
lt is not necessarily held that sensitivity as a personality
trait emerges only from a Christian outlook, but there
are reasons to believe that the two are closely related .
This view may be summarized in a statement by Erwin
D. Canham, editor of The Christian Science Monitor,
at the Harvard Business School Association's fiftieth
anniversary conference in September, 1958 : "The only
valid social goal is improvement of the lot of man and
the better relationship of men to one another and to
God, to fundamental truth."4

Knowledge of Self
The sensitive administrator who is serious about the
art of human relations centers his attention on the nature of the human being. As he begins to move in the
area of understanding people, he will become increasingly convinced of the complexity of man. As he gains
personal maturity he will recognize that there are few
pat answers and few human situations that are black
or white.
People ar·e. They are not necessarily what the administrator may think they are; they are not necessarily
what they should be. They may not be what others
say about them. The truth exists that they are, in spite
of the perception of the administrator. Medical doctors
may differ in diagnosing a patient. One view may not
necessarily be better than another. Regardless of what
each thinks, the patient has a particular ailment with
particular causes. Truth exists in spite of the varied
ways the patient may be perceived.
An administrator is greatly benefited if he moves
in the direction of the truth about people. He is personally rewarded if he moves in the direction of understanding people. Any administrator who has had courses in psychology and human relations will be benefited,
but even if he has not had this opportunity, he can
make some effort in the direction of truth about the
nature of man.
But for the sensitive administrator to acquire a knowledge of personality, he must begin by learning to know
himself. His inquiry should not be, "Who are these
people?" but, "Who am I?" He must have, as Roethlisberger points out, "an honest perplexity and curiosity
about his personal experience." Roethlisberger says
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that an educated man is one who knows what he does
not know, that he has "a stop, look, listen attitude
toward his own experience so that he is capable of reevaluating it and learning from it."S
The influence of the administrator on his subordinates is generally conceded to be quite significant.
Oftentimes an atmosphere in a working place is primarily created by the one who is in charge. Keith
Davis says, "\Vhatever a leader's real attitudes and
values are, he cannot keep them secret. They have a
subtle way of being known by the group, and they affect the significance of everything he does."6
As an example, the administrator's subordinates sooner or later will know, even subconsciously, whether or
not he is trustworthy. Carl Rogers, known in the field
of client-centered counseling, says that he felt that in
order to be trustworthy, he had to fulfil outer conditions
of trustworthiness, such as keeping appointments and
respecting the confidential nature of interviews. He
writes that he now feels that being trustworthy does not
require him to be "rigidly consistent, but to be dependably real." "To be what I am," continues Rogers, "and
to permit this to show through to the other person is the
most difficult task 1 know."7 Along the same line
Chris Argyris says that "if employees are to respect an individual for what he does rather than for who he is,
the sense of sell' integrity based upon evaluation of
the total self which is developed in people is lost."S

Goals and Objectives
The entirety of life for an administrator is bound up
in goals and objectives. The goal of American business
is the production of economic goods and services. Within a particular business, one of an administrator's primary jobs is to define and set forth goals and objectives.
"Management is defined as the process of directing and
coordinating human effort and physical resources
toward the attainment of group goals."9
Keith Davis in Human Relations in Business presents
a case study of the Lee Department Store. 10 Mr. Lee,
the president, was forced into his job; he had wanted to
be a portrait painter. He was by far more interested
in this pursuit than the presidency of the store. As a
result, he lacked an adequate philosophy of management, which resulted in a lack of organizational stru(>
ture: a definition of responsibility, authority, accountability and work. He lacked long-range planning and
operated on a principle of immediacy. His whole organizational structure became weakened and conflicts resulted among his subordinates. The problems in Mr.
Lee's business can be traced back to his own personal
goals and objectives.
1f an administrator's aims arc dear, then goals in
business will be affected. If an administrator's personal

foundation is adequate, chances are that other goals will
be defined on an adequate basis. H his personal founSEPn::vmER 1962

dation for life is spurious, then results are spur"ious not
only in his own life, but also in his organization. A
faulty premise produces a chain reaction in which the
administrator resorts to defenses which only produce
further complications.
In order for an administrator to lay an adequate
foundation as a goal for his personal life, he needs to
move in the direction of self-knowledge, as this topic
was set forth in the last section.
Secondly, he needs to give himself to one thing. Samuel H. Miller, in his article, "The Tangle of Ethics,"
points out that our society has many systems of ethics
which have influenced us and that each person must
choose the one which he is going to employ. 11 Although
the administrator may be eclectic, nevertheless facets of
different systems must not be completely contradictory
if he is to find a satisfactory foundation for his own life.
The administrator who is moving in the direction
of mental health is a person who is a devotee of one
cause, one belief, or one ideology. George Deveraux,
in his article, "A Sociological Theory of Schizophrenia,"
points out that schizophrenia is rare in some folk societies. He contends that this relative lack of schizophrenia among folk cultures is clue to their "one answer" universe, that is, the consistent set of values in
their societies.12
The administrator may have a genuine respect for
various systems of ethics and he may allow each system
equal rights, but for his own well-being, he needs to
have his own convictions, his own adequate philosophy
of life. A statement by 0. A. Ohmann lends ~upport
to this thesis: "I am convinced that workers have a fine
sensitivity to spiritual qualities and want to work for
a boss who believes in something and in whom they can
believe." 13

The Basic Premise
As it was previously mentioned, this paper attempts
to weave an administration philosophy in the context of
the Christian faith.
A basic tenet in the Christian religion is the incarnation: the idea that the union of divinity has taken place
with the humanity in Christ. The value of this union
has been that it proceeds to define the characteristics of
God as they are manifested in a human being. The
writer feels, after reading the life of Jesus, that some
remarkable characteristics of Jesus lead one to believe
in some remarkable characteristics of God. A considerable amount of Jesus' time was spent in attacking hypocrisy and self-righteousness. This attack was aimed
primarily at scribes and Pharisees, a sect known for
their strict observance of rites and traditions. It was
not unusual for him to assail them as being "blind,"
"a brood of vipers," or a "whitewashed tomb full of dead
men's bones." However, toward those who were realistic about themselves he had no criticism. As an example,
Jesus told a story about a prodigal son who "squandered
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his property in loose living." "When he came to himself," that is, when he became realistic about his own
life situation, he acknowledged his error and felt completely unworthy before his father. The reception
which the son received was quite unexpected by him,
inasmuch as the father exhibited "compassion, and ran
and embraced him and kissed him."
Jesus received a great deal of criticism from the hypocrites and the self-righteous for his free contact with
people who refused to conform to standards of hypocrisy. In one instance he was criticized for eating with
them. In another for going home with a man, Zacchaeus, whom the "righteous" called "a sinner." At
another time for allowing a woman of the streets to
show her affection for him. With those who attempted
to be themselves and admitted their errors, he exhibited
an acceptant and permissive attitude. The Scriptures
refer to it as an attitude of mercy.
:[.rom these illustrations and from the teaching of
Jesus it can be deduced that involvement in Christianity
is movement away from hypocrisy and toward the truth.
In the parable of the sower who went out to sow seed,
Jesus declared that that seed which fell on good soil
refers to those who hear the truth and "hold it fast in
an honest and good heart." He also said that it was
knowing the truth that set a man free. John, the writer
of an epistle in the New Testament, says that if anyone
claims to be faultless, he only deceives himself and the
truth is not in him.
The psychiatrist today operates on the principle of
truth. His aim is for his client to know the truth
about himself, to discharge emotional tension by "talking it out," and to gain insight into his condition and in
a course of action that helps him to grow in maturity.
Chris Argyris wr ites of two ways of reducing threat.
The one is to "accept" the fact that one is "wrong."
"The second approach is to defend the self by somehow
denying or distorting what is threatening and clinging
to the present self concept. This behavior is called a
defense reaction."14 · The principles advocated by Argyris align themselves ,with both Christianity and the
method used in psychiatry.

The Sensitive Administrator
The administrator who, because he is concerned about
his own maturity, builds his own philosophy on recognizing his defense mechanisms, is building his life on
an adequate foundation. Subsequently, other goals of
life related to people will follow a particular pattern
because the influence of the administrator on others
will emanate from his own personal philosophy. This
idea is well expressed by Roethlisberger: "Once he can
accept his limitations and the limitations of others, he
can begin to learn to behave more skillfully with regard to the milieu in which he finds himself."lS
Such a man then is the "sensitive administrator." H e
becomes a person who has an empathy toward others
10

because he has begun moving toward understanding
himself. His self concept begins to move from his perceived self toward his true self. He begins to view
others as they are rather than subjecting himself to
notions of prejudice and bias. He recognizes individual
differences, because he recognizes the uniqueness of his
own personality. As it was mentioned previously, much
of human relations literature values sensitivity as a
quality of the administrator. The following are several
quotes which reaffirm the value of this quality in an
administrator:
He is sensitive to the opinions, feelings, and attitudes of the people with whom he works.16
We can't accept anyone who shakes our confidence or engenders fear in us by threatening our
security or status. We can't accept or respect others
if we lack self-acceptance or self-respect. Self-respect
rests on the solid base of self-knowledge, or awareness of our own weaknesses, follies, and stupidities.J7
The measure to -which I heip people is a measure
of growth I have achieved in myself. This is a
disturbing thought, but challenging.1a
He sees most human beings as having real capacity for growth and development, for the acceptance
of responsibility, for creative accomplishment.19
Individual differences means that management
can get the greatest motivation and job satisfaction
among employees by treating them differently. If
it were not for individual differences, some standard, across-the-board way of dealing with employees
could be adopted, and a minimum of managerial
judgment would be required thereafter.20
The sensitive administrator has not attained, but he
is in the gradual process of maturing. He is freeing
himself from shackles that restrain his personal growth.
He is on the path of learning to know the causes behind his drives and his attitudes. An administrator
is a human being, human in the sense that he has
problems common to the human race. In fact, he may
be quite neurotic. He may be a person who has overcompensated for deficiencies; this fact may be an underlying cause of his personal success. An inordinate drive
to work, or to be successful, or to gain power may not
be unusual in an administrator. The administrator
who has become aware of his drive, admitted the good
as well as the unfavorable aspects of the drive, will find
that he will be a person who in time comes to control
the drive rather than allowing the drive to control him.

The Sensitive Administrator in a Group
One of the most important factors in the development
of maturity for the administrator is his integration into
a group. His own attitudes will be influenced by the
personal ties he has in primary groups. Primary groups
are important because social interaction tends to be
intimate and "face to face," which makes a greater imTHE CRESSET

pression on the person than the less intimate type of
group.
The family as a primary group plays an important
role in his life. Many of the basic needs-physiological,
safety, love and affection-are met in the family. The
extent to which the family is a rewarding factor in his
life largeiy determines the kind of administrator he
will be in the organization. By an intimate companionship with his wife, not only are physiological needs
met, but also he receives the necessary fulfilment of love
and affection. The safety and security of the family
grant him the necessary release of tension. With an
understanding wife, he can "talk out" his feelings, thus
fortifying himself to meet the challenges at work.
If he is single or if his family situation is such that
his primary needs are not met, peer relations can meet
many of his personal needs. Satisfactory peer relations
are basic for either a single or a married administrator.
Satisfactory peer relations early in life largely determine the quality of peer relations later in life. Peer
groups today may take the form of a bridge club, a
bowling team, or a country club. As far as an emphasis for his own maturity is concerned, the sensitive administrator needs only to minimize superficial relationships and to maximize close relationships. The "sensitive" man who possesses a measure of self-awareness
and self-acceptance is a candidate for relationships that
further build his own personality.
Not only does it seem that self-knowlege and self-acceptance have a basis in Christianity, but also it appears
that intimate social interaction likewise is a Christian
principle. Perhaps the church is to consist of people
who have self-knowledge, self-acceptance, and an acceptance of the "true nature" of other people. The Christian is one who extends forgiveness both to himself
and to other people. Because he confesses a God who
is merciful, he is one who extends mercy to others.
The Apostle Paul wrote a great deal about "members
of the household of God." In another place he referred
to the church as a "body, joined and knit together."
Each one in this household or body, he said, is to "speak
the truth with his neighbor." His writings seem to emphasize close relationships which would have a thera·
peutic value on the personality.
In any close relationship, conflict is certain to arise.
The administrator can find conflict as an opportunity
to develop his own personality, whether the conflicts
arise · in the home, in peer ·groups, or in the church.
Theodore Levitt, in "Dangers of Social Responsibility,"
has the following to say in reganl to conflicts:
To the extent that there is conflict, can it not be
a good thing? Every book, every piece of history,
even every religion testifies to the fact that conflict
is and always has been the subject, origin, and life
blood of society. Struggle helps to keep us alive,
to give elan to life. We should try to make the
most of it, not avoid it.21
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Through conflict the administrator learns to know himself, his defenses, his reactions, and his acceptance of
others. He learns to "give and take" and to work
through problems.
The way he handles conflicts in primary groups will
be generalized to his handling of conflicts in the organization, whether it be with a managerial team, subordinates, or grievances from the union. The "sensitive"
administrator is more capable of being a member of a
managerial team. McGregor states that "research evidence indicates quite clearly that skillful and sensitive
membership behavior is the real clue to effective group
operation."22 Such a group does not depend solely
on its leader for effective group operation.
It seems to be a working principle that the sharing
of ideas stimulates thoughts in which new and creative
concepts are reached. Perhaps this is group dynamics.
In "Personal Values and Business Decisions," by Learned, Dooley, and Katz, the statement is made that "interchange of views between men provides an opportunity for more complete comprehension ·Of God's reality
than any one man can achieve alone."23

In regard to a training environment, Keith Davis
writes about the manager as a diagnostician in a group:
He performs as one outside of the group. The
manager, when he diagnoses, tries to be detached
and objective. In his mind he tries to set himself
outside the group so that he can look at it, listen to
it, and learn about it. He is an observer and analyst
who wants to be scientific and systematic. He does
not want his own feelings as a member of the group
to affect his diagnoses. This means that he must
first learn to understand his feelings so that he
knows how they affect his thinking. In essence, he
must diagnose himself before he can diagnose the
group.24

The Sensitive Administrator as a Leader
Keith Davis' definition of leadership as "result of
interaction of the leader with the members of his group
within a specific environment" has a great deal of appeaJ.25 Mr. Davis does not necessarily consider leadership as a quality residing within an individuaJ.26
Argyris also says that there is no one way to be an effective leader. He feels that the choice of a leadership
pattern depends upon "an accurate diagnosis of the
reality of the situation in which the leader is embedded." He calls this "reality-centered leadership."
Argyris states that the leader needs to diagnose the situation as to what is reality and then adopt a leadership
pattern. "The reality he sees," writes Argyris, "may
not be the reality seen by others in their own private
world. Reality diagnosis, therefore, requires self-awareness of others."27
Tannenbaum and Schmidt agree that the successful
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leader assesses "the forces that determine what his most
appropriate behavior at any given time should be and
in actuality being able to behave accordingly." These
writers believe that the administrator will not see the
problem of leadership as a dilemma if he is both "insightful and flexible."2B This description characterizes
the sensitive administrator.
His understanding and sensitivity toward subordinates is in the context of his position of authority and
responsibility. By virtue of his personality creating an
influence in the entire organization, he is the administrator in charge. McMurry says that subordinates look
to a leader and want to be led.29
The sensitive administrator finds his place of leadership as a part of the chain reaction resultant from the
basic foundation he has laid for his life. If he runs
his own life, he has then established an adequate basis
for supervising other people. It also follows that his
ability to administer an organization is preceded by
his ability to be the recognized head of his own family.
The Apostle Paul, in a letter to Ti~othy, points out
that an elder is hardly capable of caring for a church
if he is unable to manage his own family. Perhaps
this principle, recognized in early days of Christianity,
is a factor worthy of consideration in our own day. In
other words, if an administrator is qualified to supervise primary groups, in all probability he is capable of
supervising many people in an organization.
Eugene Jennings has written in a symposium of articles, "A Faith for Modern Management," that "the
administrator is the one who runs with the ball," but
at the same time. "he makes the team feel needed." He
makes decisions and controls but he "does not arouse
animosity."30 Davis points out that "the worker does
not resist cooperating with others to do a job, but he
may resent and question the way in which he is controlled."31
The administrator uses the managerial team at those
times when he knows that decisions are best arrived at
by group interaction. He employs the wisdom and
knowledge of those individuals in the organizational
structure who have earned the right to share information which fulfils organizational objectives. He knows
in whom he can have confidence, not only because he
knows his subordinates, but also because his personal
development has given him a discerning judgment.
Those subordinates who do not have the capacity to
participate in making decisions or proposing suggestions
the sensitive administrator accepts as they are in spite
of their lack of ability. An atmosphere that is acceptant
of people as they. are is an atmosphere of freedom that
is conducive to their personal growth and maturity.
Correction and discipline are exacted as measures for
helping the subordinate to face facts, to deal realistically
with the problem . at hand, thereby assisting him to develop as a person.
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The Sensitive Administrator in Other Areas
COMMUNICATION
The administrator who is sensitive to his subordinates
communicates to them from the standpoint of their
own perceptual field. If an employee complains about
an assignment, he attempts to view the complaint from
its source. Davis points out that "the quality of upward communication is greatly dependent upon each
supervisor's ability to sense subordinates' true feelings
from what they say and do."32
This ability is particularly helpful in regard to handling rumors. Davis says that if the administrator has
insight, he can gain a great ·deal of information from a
rumor, because it usually "carries a message."33
UNIONS
The sensitive administrator realizes that the grievance
system can be an organ for building employee relations.
Conflicts can be helpful in cementing employee relations. If justice is used in settling grievances, substance
can be given to human dignity. The administrator will
want to hear grievances.
COUNSELING
Davis points out that "the first lesson supervisors
must learn is that they, too, have emotions. They must
understand their own emotional nature before they can
undertake to deal with it in others. The beginning of
wisdom is knowledge of one's sel£."34 The administrator needs to realize his limitations, so that he knows
when he should refer a person to someone more skilled
in psychotherapy.
JUDGMENT
The "sensitive administrator" is in the process of developing his judgment. Benjamin Selekman points out
that management works under "limitations-limitations
of tools, of science, of predicting accurately basic ·economic and social factors. Yet the businessman must
make decisions of grave consequence every day of his
life, entailing a considerable risk and margin of error."35
Along the same line, Davis has this comment:
The basic assumption underlying all management is that judgment deals with intangibles and
cannot be 100% certain. (If it were certain, there
would be no need for executive decision-making,
because mathematicians and scientists could perform this function.) Since judgment is uncertain,
executives who practice judgment must have freedom to fail. They must know that they may
make mistakes in order to learn and grow.36

Conclusion
And so, human dignity can transcend the unfavorable features which tend to produce apathy, conformity,
and passivity in the structure of · the formal organization. An adequate philosophy oE individualism, even
THE CRESSET

though it may appear to be an ideal construct, recognizes that the human spirit has a bounding potential
for freedom which grants it the capacity to thrive in an
inwardly adjusted person who has learned to adapt to
a controlling, restrictive environment.
The adm inistrator (1) who persists toward self-knowledge, self-acceptance, and acceptance of others, and (2)
who has personal goals for himself, his family, and other
primary groups, will be a man who has laid an adequate foundation of life principles which will determine the adequacy of his values and attitudes in the
work place of the organization which he supervises.
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MY SOUL IN A WINDOW
My soul in a window
Smoky wisp of lingerie
Draped on a lifeless form
As the eyes of swarm1 ng, formless life
Hurdle on through
The darkening going-to-rain
My soul
Behind the pane
With the metered patience of divinity
Waits to be noticed, wanted
And bought.
?vf y soul in a window
Stares out, incredulous,
At the dripping passersby
Sinking slowly into the wet cement
And my
Ambivalent soul
Stays blissfully dry.
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Hermann ·Hesse - A Recognition
Bv WALTER SoRELL
Drama Editor
HESSE, the German poet-novelist who reH ERMANN
ceived ·the Nobel Prize in 1946, celebrated his 85th
birthday in July of this year. The greatest part of his
life he has lived in Switzerland of which he became a
citizen in 1923. The choice of this land of refuge from
a war-torn Europe has more than superficial meaning;
it is symbolic of his desire to withdraw from life in a
truly mystic fashion. Outside the village of Montagnola in the sunny Tessin, he found a suitable home.
There he has lived in the Casa mssa in relative seclusion ever since.
But Montagnola's Casa russa has been for many
literary-minded persons a place of magnetic attraction.
Small wonder then, that one day Hermann Hesse who loathes small talk, which he terms "unscrupulous
prattling" - put a sign in front of the door saying:
"Bitte, keine Besuche." Most of his admirers have
heeded this plea not to visit him and - if not true,
it is certainly well invented - one of his visitors respecting his request wrote on the sign with pencil:
"Well then, some other time. Yours, Thomas Mann~"
The two facts that impressed the young Hesse in his
parental home most, and which were to become the
strongest influences in his later life, were the piety of
his parents, who devoted day and night to missionary
work, and his grandfather's closets full of books on Asia,
of figures and images of Buddha. His parents wanted
Hesse to study theology, and he was placed in a monastery from which he ran away. He finally became an
apprentice in a books~ore, a job which suited him best.
Although he was very musical as a boy (he discovered
the painter in him only when he was in his forties), he
decided at the age ·of thirteen that he would like to be
a writer. When he was twenty-two, a collection of
sketches appeared in print, "An Hour Behind Midnight." And one of his first reviewers wrote: "It is
worth while talking about a book which, inspired by
awe#and piousness, speaks to us in a dark, praying
voice; for art is ·not far from this book. The beginning
of art is piousness; Piousness toward oneself, toward all
experience, all things, toward a great image and one's
own untested strength . . . Out of such feelings Hermann Hesse's book emerged." The reviewer's name
was Rainer Maria Rilke.
As Hesse's biographer, Hugo Ball, mentions, it is
more characteristic of Hermann Hesse than of any other
writer that he succumbed to the compulsion of "documenting every step of .his life"; in fact, his literary and
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poetic work exists only as a reflection of what he does,
sees, and experiences. "One can see in it an unusually
developed narcissism," Hugo Ball writes, "but at least
a just as unusually developed need to account to himself and the world" for his thoughts and deeds.
Hesse himself feels that the mere attempt to write
something one has not deeply ex.p erienced is meaningless, nonsen.sical. "A new poetic creation," he says,
"begins to arise for me at the moment when a figure
becomes visible which, for a while, can be symbol and
bearer of my experiences, my thoughts, my ?roblems.
The emergence of such a mythical person is the creative
moment from which everything issues. Almost all my
writings in prose are 'soul' biographies, none of them
really deals with stories, plots and suspense. Basically,
they are all monologues in which a single person - this
mythical figure - is explored in relationship to the
world and his own self."

R19tional Romanticist
By many, Hermann Hesse is thought an incurable
romantic, an old-fashioned dreamer, the prototype ol
a German writer. However, what gives him a unique
position is the fact that he soon became aware of his
weaknesses and shed them in total self-recognition. Like
the protagonist in his novel "The Steppenwolf" - one
of his finest achievements and one which Thomas
Mann ranked with Joyce's "Ulysses" - he shows a remarkable sense of humor, and his indestructible belief
in the "divine trace" in one's life outweighs all morbid
and death-shrouded thoughts about the wasteland of
our existence. Even his deep-rooted shyness and selfimposed seclusion are gone and forgotten the moment
he sits down with friends, with brothers of the same
spirit, no matter how different their minds may work.
Andre Gide spoke of Hesse's "blessed irony" which
"seems to me to depend on the ability to step out of
one's self, to see oneself without observing oneself and
to judge one's ego without conceitedness ... This kind
of modesty becomes all the more perfect, the more it is
tied up with talent and virtue." Gide also stresses
that "in Hesse are neither emotion nor thought, only
the manner of expression moderate; and what tempers
the expression is the selected feeling for the decent, the
reserved, the harmonious and - in relation to the cosmos - for the inter-dependence of things; a restrained
irony of which, I think, only very few Germans are
capable ..
Only in Hesse as a lyricist can we · trace his depenTHE
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dence on the romantic past of the 19th century. Most of
his poetry weighs lightly; sometimes it has the lilt of the
obvious, or is the rhymed expression of youthful dreams.
It seems that many of his surface feelings have perhaps
too easily found their way into verse. There are, however, a few notable exceptions, poems with philosophic
depth and the cadence of our time, as his poem "Philosophy" shows:
From the unconscious into consciousness
and back on many roads, anew
to what, unconsciously, we knew,
exiled from there - how merciless!
to doubt and to philosophy,
we have then reached the first degree
of irony.
And then through avid contemplation,
through the most limpid mirrors manifold,
we feel the cruel grip, the mid
of a benighted desperation
and plunge into abysmal world-contempt
which leads us, full of cleverness,
through a small crack of wise realization
to bitter-sweet, to age-old happiness
of self-contempt.
Although Hesse admits having toyed with surrealistic
writing, it remained a private exercise. He is too
responsible a craftsman, too conscious of his mission
as an artist to give in to experimentation for the sake
of experimenting. He has a strong feeling for form
and the immediacy of expression. He has always prided
himself on being a traditionalist. "I never strived for
the new in form, for being an avant-gardist and pacemaker. It may have hurt some of my works, but may
have been useful to others, and I gladly stand by it."
'Vith the years, he has achieved a surprising simplicity
in his style, closely related to Eastern influences, ami
a melody very much his own.
Perhaps his brand of romanticism Gtn best be described as an inward search and not as a back ward
flight, as a step-by-step penetration of one's self and
not as the exaltation of one's ego. In keeping with this
viewpoint, he early recognized the significance. of
Freud's unmasking of our inner worhl - he also went
through an analytic experience - and felt very close to
Kafka's mystic symbolism and cxporation of man's isolation.
Hesse only recognizes an inside and outside. He docs
not feel that his romanticism is pitted against progress,
although it is a protest against a reality whose progress
helps flatten our existence and presents us with gadgets
for comfort in exchange for peace of mind. His romanticism opposes a civilization caught in a web of
slogans, with its beauty price-tagged, its dreams on clearance sale. His kind of romanticism is also reflected in
his protagonists, who run amuck through the various
layers of their subconscious in longing to free themSEPTEMBER
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selves from their inner chaos and to find a oneness with
fate, a oneness of all being. In his entire work - in
many variations - he has painted "the plight of lonely
men with the problem of existence and with the yearning after a new orientation for an age that has lost its
bearings." Hesse has always counteracted the exuberant
and puerile facets of romanticism with knowing rationality and an overactive consciousness.

Belligerent Realist
There is something of an idyllist and a great deal of
an ascetic in him. But although he carries his own
monastery with him wherever he goes, he has never
left the world. And there is the little known Hesse,
the realist, the belligerent non-conformist, the fighter
for the just cause.
In 1915 when Romain Rolland wrote and worked
for an "union sacree de !'esprit europeen," Hesse whose letters to Rolland belong to the best documents
expressing the poet's political viewpoint - was with
him in this fight and was, at that time, already convinced of the necessity of such a union of the European
spirit which, as he wrote, "would soon grow mightily."
In August of that year the two men met in Switzerland.
They fought together, with little chance for immediate
realization.
Hesse has literally suffered from the thought ever
since that senseless hatred dominates the world. It
seems important that soon ofter the war he searched in
himself for what made him so unhappy about the world.
His "being concerned," he felt, must have had something to do with his own guilt feelings, with his own
inner disorder. And he asked himself: "In which way
have I become an accomplice? And how can I become
innocent again? For one can become innocent again
at any time when one recognizes one's misery and guilt
and bears the suffering instead of trying to blame
someone else."
With prophetic insight he wrote to Romain Rolland
in 1922: "There is something anarchic about the mood
in Germany now, also something religiously fanatic, it
is a mood of world destruction as if the Reich of a
thousand years were upon us." In 1933, when the Nazis
seized power, his books were not burnt, but he was
publicly vilified and branded as a traitor. He protested
against the "brutal, bloodthirsty stupidity of the
people," and all of a sudden there was no longer any
paper to be had in Germany to print his books.
He fought against the massive cruelties, the desecration of his language, the dethronement of truth. Without having been personally involved, he suffered physically from it. But despite his despair he never gave up
his belief in man. In a letter written in 1938, he said:
"1 believe in man as a wonderful possibility which even
in the deepest mire does not perish and which permits
him to re-emerge from the greatest dehumanization, and
1 think this possibility is so strong and so tempting
15

that, time and again, it makes itself felt as hope and
challenge ... " He remained a man of principle, deaf
to the noise of the world, never deviating from his path
of aloneness and meditation, untouched by the vanity of
vanities. When in 1954 a Chinese asked 'for permission
to translate his books, he replied: "Today's China has
forbidden Confucius and Lao Tse, or at least stigmatized them as undesirable, and in a country that at this
moment of its history cannot bear its own classics I
would not like to see any of my books translated."

Lonely Philosopher
He owes, however, much to the Chinese. They taught
him "that secret art to say seemingly the simple thing
only with which they know how to stir the listener's
soul like the wind whipping the mirror of the water."
In many ways his Weltanschauung is closer to the East
than to the Western world. He is attuned to the Zen
spirit of Eternal Loneliness as no other European
writer. He stands aloof with rhe need of someone
who knows he can only grow in his magnificent aloneness.
In his paintings - and he loves to draw and paint this spiritual affinity to the East is just as strongly
manifest as in some of his writmgs. Hesse has never
claimed that he was much more than an enthusiastic
amateur as a painter. But, as Franz Baumer, another
of his biographers, pointed out, painting was important for his life and literary work. It has helped and
taught him more than anything else to strengthen his
feeling for form.
That he sees with the eyes of a painter may be one of
the reasons why so much in his work is visual and
richly descriptive. His "Siddartha" - the result of his
trip to India - is full of word-dissolved color and its
language uses imagery which is visual in its effect. But
while we see the painter mixing the colors on his
palette, we hear the music that fills his ears. Hesse is
constantly preoccupied with the struggle between the
painter and musician in him, and this personal struggle
has found its way into several of his books. It is strong-

est in his novelette "Klingsor's Last Summer." In him
we can sense how the music should liberate Klingsor
from the naturalism of color, while the colors should
help tame and chain the burst of music. Klingsor is
again one of those mythical figures which come right
out of Hesse's gallery of self-portraits. Of course, as in
any good writer the fictional is a composite of many
factual faces fused into one. But it is unmistakable
that Hesse-Klingsor lives a Faustian life with much of
Karamasov strewn in for good, but symbolically conflicting, measure.
To Hesse, there is no formula for life. It not only
oscillates between two poles, such as body and spirit,
saint and sinner, but between a thousand poles. With his
protagonist in "The Steppenwolf" Hesse discovers that
man is nothing else than the narrow and perilous
bridge between nature and spirit. He seems to tell
us that we must overcome "the sickness of the times
themselves" as it is reflected iri our self by walking from
step to step through fulfillment and frustration to constantly new dimensions of our consciousness.
The American reader, who has been either hungry for
factual, i.e., "outward" information, or who has been
reared on the realistic school of writing, has shown
little understanding of the soul-searching inwardness
of Hesse's style and themes. His romanticism has been
alien to most of us only because we misread its meaning,
bt::cause we knew nothing of the man and too little of
his work. In private talks, Herman Hesse has often
expressed his disappointment in having found such
poor response in America, and then mainly confined
to university circles.
Now in his 85th year; Hermann Hesse still waits to
be discovered here as a seeker of inner harmony in a
world out of joint, a non-conformist who stepped outside all conflicts but raised his voice against all manmade madness, a prober of great depth, a soothsayer of
the inner truth, a philosopher who has the stubbornness
of his conviction and the strength to escape into his
"self" in order to free himself from its confinement.

APPLES
Apples sedate
In a time-set oven
Bake sure
Apples by the dune-fire
Shine as on a night-tree
Under a sea of stars
We hold them out whole
On long sticks
Turn them juice-bursting
Our faces m apple-flush:
Fire apples.
EMILIE GLEN
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From the Chapel

Wholeness

Education

A. G. HuEGU
Vice-President for Academic Affairs
BY

Valparaiso
And all thy children shall be taught of the Lord;
and great shall be the peace of thy children.
Isaiah 54:13

THE

PROPHET IsAIAH had words of encouragement for
his people. When the Messiah would come, the
children of Israel would be taught of the Lord. Then
would they know the peace which only the Lord can
provide.

Jesus referred to this prophecy on one occasion during
His ministry. Answering a challenge by His enemies,
He pointed out: "It is written in the prophets, And
they shall all be taught of God. Every man therefore
that hath heard and hath learned of the Father, cometh
unto me ... I (am) the Bread of Life."
To be "taught of God" is a special grace which does
not always arouse human gratitude. Many people, like
the Pharisees and other opponents of Christ, close their
ears altogether to divine teaching. But even among
those who profess to love the lessons of our Lord,- how
much significance is there to being "taught of the Lord"?
Teaching goes on all around us. Fathers and mothers
teach. So do pastors, doctors, advertisers, and politicians. We are taught by newspapers, magazines, books,
and billboards. We learn from radio and television
programs. Hardly a day goes by when we are not exposed to learning or involved, by precept or example,
in teaching. We set up schools, however, to provide
systematic teaching-learning experiences. To a large
extent, we turn over to the schools the responsibility
for giving every young person what he needs to know
for life as a mature adult in a complex society.
Organized education is big business today. About two
million men and women are teaching school, from
kindergarten to college. About forty million students
are enrolled in their classes. By the time custodians
and clerks, publishers and salesmen are counted, nearly
a fourth of our population is engaged in the educational
process. By and large, our schools do a commendable
job. Of course, there are critics. They contend that
the schools fall short in many ways. The curriculum,
they say, is crowded with non-essentials. Instruction is
watered down. Teachers are long on skills and short
on knowledge. Students are being taught how to adjust,
but not how to think. Such criticism has provoked
an unprecedented educational self-scrutiny, and improvements are being made. The American school system, including higher education, is considerably better
SEPTEMBER
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University
than we have been told, and very likely about the best
that any major nation has to offer.
Our children are being taught, and probably taught
pretty well. But there is a criticism which can he
levelled at our schools that is more fundamental and
less likely to be changed. For most young people, the
learning process is incomplete. They go to school long
enough, and their courses are widely diversified, but
their education falls short of what it should be.
What is education? We may look for all sorts of
philosophical definitions. But finally we come to some
concept of delivering man from his ignorance. Schools
have to be concerned therefore with the development of
the thinking process and with providing food for
thought. They have to introduce the young mind, in
disciplined fashion, to the vast resources of knowledge
which will contribute to personal enrichment and preparation for a useful life. Almost nothing is outside of
the scrutiny of the classroom - man's physical and
mental self, his relations with his fellows and nature
around him, and his relations with the thought-world
of the. past and present. But that word "almost" is a
big exception. The student may hear from the psychologist, philosopher, scientist, historian, and language
teacher. But he may not be "taught of the Lord" under
tax-supported auspices. The learning circle has a gap.
Now it is not here intended that our whole pattern
of church-state relations, which prevents the public
schools from teaching spiritual truths, should be altered.
But we who are Christians ought to be deeply concerned about the great omission in our educational program. We can hardly expect the fulfilment of Isaiah's
promise, "great shall be the peace of thy children," if
the teachings of the Lord are ignored. The Jews of
Jesus' day refused to hear Him and encountered turmoil and tragic destruction. That could happen to us.
Because too few of our children are studying God's
lessons, we see evidences of decay and coming distress
in our social environment. How can there be peace
for our children if they are at war with their God?
Every Christian congregation makes some effort to
supply the educational gap. Sunday schools, Saturday
schools, released time and other devices are used to
provide Christian insights. They probably achieve a
measure of success. But they are limited by the time
they have at their disposal, and by their separation from
the established school program. Even so, with new
teaching devices and imaginative innovations, some-
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thing more might be accomplished itr this way.
It is logical that organized churches should consider
the full time church school as the solution to incomplete
education. After a century of decline, the elementary
and secondary schools maintained by the church are
having a recovery. The church-related college, so long
a dominant influence in American higher education, is
confronting serious problems and serving a reduced proportion of college-going youth. But it is reevaluating its
function and expects a new day. At any level, the church
school has one distinction above all others: it can offer
a complete view of man and all his relationships, including that with his Lord. In theory, at least, here
the wholeness of education · is available.
"In theory" - that is both the deficiency of the present and the opportunity of the future. We who support .
church schools, attend them, or teach at them know full
well how far short of their objectives they fall. Too
often religious instruction in these schools is hardly
adequate to call b~.ing "taught of the Lord." In the
name of Christian education we sometimes offer shoddy
instruction of the common subjects, which is hardly a
credit to education at all. The interpenetration of
God's Truth and the truths which men have discovered
is hardly discernible. Our graduates look alanningly
like the graduates of any other school in their values
and practical living. Still, in the church school which
gives the Lord a place on the faculty and His Word a
part in the curriculum, we have a chance to provide
that kind of education which will serve the soul needs,

as well as those of mind and body. It is our burden and
our joy to translate opportunity into reality.
This is a task which involves all of us Christians. If
you are a teacher at a school dedicated to Christ, yours
is the principal burden of leadership ·in a difficult venture. If you are a student in a Christian school, then
yours is the problem of interpreting all learning by
the measurements of the Cross. If you are neither a
student nor a teacher, you still have an obligation to
encourage the efforts of tho~e who teach the young
the way in which they should walk with the blessing of
God.
"Great shall be the peace of thy children." Would
to God that we might give each generation that inheritance! The boundaries of human knowledge are pushed
out in all directions. Learning for living in t~e twilight years before the dawn· of the 21st century is
complex and confusing. There seems to be so little orientation toward fundamental purposes, so little integration around significant meanings in education today.
But those who are "taught of the Lord" know peace.
Their sights are set, their goals are sure. They are
·r eady to engage in the high adventure of spending their
lives for Christ. Though now their knowledge is still
imperfect, and they see through a glass darkly, they are
confident in the faith, and they expect one day to know
even as they are known of God. Then at last will their
learning be truly whole and the circle will be rounded
out for all eternity.

On Second Thought
----------------------------------8 Y

up

IN THE RARER atmosphere breathed by those theologians who lead the church in her never fully accomplished task to speak the truth clearly, the question
of the day is: "What is the church?" It's a pertinent
question. Down on our lower levels the question becomes: "What is my congregation for?" You can hardly
expect a columnist to avoid adding his own stuttering
contribution to the conversation.

The church is the people whom God has called and
named as His own. It is His miraculous work on earth,
the body He has prepared for Himself in which to continue His self-disclosure to the world. The congregation
is the church in a particular locality. It comes into
existence when those whom God has called and named
as His own gather to worship and to unite their gifts
in doing all those things which disclose God to the
world.
The congregation is not the church because it is
gathered. Rather it is gathered because it is the church.
The gathering, the coming together in one place, the
fellowship of worship and work, do no~ make it the
18
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church. Rather, the fact that it is the church draws it
together into one place, gives it the fellowship of worship and work.
Now, when the congregation begins to call people together so that they might be or become the church, it
has to that extent usurped the work of God and forsaken its Christian foundation. When the congregation
makes the gathering its objective, and the church a result, then it has to that extent lost its place in the
ministry of God. The congregation calls out that God
is love, and that He has visited and redeemed His
people. But it is God who names them as His own,
and makes them the church. And they gather themselves together in response to the truth that God has
called them:
The statistical impulse to increase the roll of the congregation and the denomination has no Christian foun-·
dation. The invitation: "Come and join our congregation" is a social invitation. The billboard's command:
"Go to church on Sunday," has no foundation other than
the billboard.
THE CRESSET
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Gershwin Remembered
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is infested with snobbishness
and snootiness.
This truism kept bobbing up in my mind when I
paid special attention to the t~venty-fifth anniversary
of the death of George Gershwin, who was born m
Brooklyn on September 28, 1898, and passed away in
Beverly Hills, California, on July 11, 1937.
Gershwin's idiom is distinctively American. In many
respects it is strikingly different from the styles of expression characteristic of the famous European composers whose works are cherished throughout the world,
But it has one thing in common with all music of lasting value. I am referring to Gershwin's wonderful gift
of melody. Besides, this man had the courage to be
himself.
Is it my duty to turn up my nose at Gershwin because he could not write fugues? Must I sneer at him
because he did not have the ability to compose stirring
sonatas or symphonies, exciting oratorios, and spinetingling sets of variations? Must I condemn him to the
limbo of utter insignificance because his manner of
writing was totally different in many of its features
from that of Bach, Mozart, Brahms, Handel, Chopin,
or Beethoven? lf anyone attempts to place such obligations on my shoulders, I shall tell him to peddle his
wisdom elsewhere.
Although Gershwin devoted some time and effort to
the study of the mechanics of composition, he did not
learn to master this subject in all its details and ramifications. But this does not mean that his way of writing was awkward and inept. To me Gershwin seemed
to have an instinctive sense of form, balance, and fitness.
The art exemplified in his music is the kind that conceals art. Sad to say, its very presence and prominence
are denied by those who declare that one cannot achieve
any real ability without subjecting oneself to strictly
prescribed and meticulously regulated courses of study.
Gershwin _was largely self-taught. I have often said that
a rigidly imposed regimen of formal instruction - if
this had been possible in his unusually busy and productive life - could easily have hung a millstone about his
neck.
Gershwin wrote some balderdash. So did every other
important composer. But those who declare with dogmatic finality that Gershwin's entire output was balderHE WORLD OF MUSIC
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dash pure and simple seem to me to know f~r less about
art than a cow knows about a split infinitive. If they
do not happen to like Gershwin's music, they have all
the right in the world to say so in no uncertain terms.
Let them defend their position with all the wisdom they
can muster. But they give me a most excruciating
pain when they shower their puny pity on those who
do not hesitate to confess unabashedly to a pronounced fondness for much of what Gershwin bequeathed to the world.
I heard Gershwin only once, and I cherish the memory of that occasion. In a recent television program
someone described him as a "formidable" pianist. I
agree wholeheartedly. Gershwin's skill at the keyboard
actually was "formidable." I have listened to innumerable performances of his Rhapsody in Blue, which I
continue to regard as a classic. Some of these performances were good, some were excellent, and some
were verminous. Gershwin's own reading of this unique
work - for which Ferde Grofe provided the orchestration - was authoritative in every way. To me it was
exciting from beginning to end.
I like Gershwin's An Amer-ican in Paris far less than
I like the Rhapsody in Blue. Yet this work contains
more than one evidence of the famous American composer's outstanding ability as a melodist. The Concer-to
in F lacks some of the refreshing spontaneity of expression that characterizes the Rhapsody in Blue. Yet it is
a composition which no one should dismiss with a disdainful shrug of the shoulders. Gershwin's preludes for
the piano are miniature masterpieces. Although some
of his songs are hack work, many of them have permanent value. In my opinion, Por-gy and Bess is a folk
opera teeming with unmistakable distinctiveness and
eloquence of expression. Our nation should be proud
of the man who wrote the music for this fine stage work.
In 1928 Gershwin asked Maurice Ravel, the renowned
French master, to be his instructor in the art of composition. But Ravel had no desire to teach the phenomenally gifted American. "Why," he said, "do you
want to become a Ravel of the second rank when you
are a Gershwin of the first rank? Go your own way!
You do not need a teacher."
I for one am glad that Gershwin went his own way.
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A Bookish Benediction
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early days of our ministry, when. the
height of all good things was the new Pritzlaff Memorial Library at Concordia Seminary, St. Louis. Its
great gothic hall was a call to study and preparation
which seemed almost m ystical. But, it was bound to
happen - the church grew, and the seminary grew, and
the demands on the library grew, and the grand building became somehow too crowded. There was no place
to go for expansion. The tight quadrangles of the
seminary could not be limbered up at any point to accommodate the necessary and increasing traffic to the
books and manuscripts so necessary to the on-going
work of a great and responsible institution of theological learning.

TIME WAS IN THE

New- completely new- in concept, approach, architecture, and setting, is the new Ludwig Fuerbringer
Memorial Library on the south rim of the famous
Klauder quadrangles. All the buildings of the original
seminary complex were rich in symbolism, set in glass,
stone, and wood carving. The new library will speak
the same beautiful language but in a modern medium .
Instead of the old media there are now symbols in beautiful cast aluminum and wrought iron which form protective and shadowing grills over the tall windows.
Across the front of the building, over the entry, are
the symbols for Moses; David, Isaiah, Paul, Athanasias,
and Augustine. On the sides to the east and west are
the symbols for the Six Days of Crea tion. In this symbolism the old form of designating the Hebrew days
appears in the center, flanked by two symbols for the
specific day to the left and right.
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Day One (of the ox), shows the Aleph in the center,
and the Spirit of God to the left, and the creation of
light to the right.
Day Two (of the tent), shows the Beth in the center,
flanked by the clouds and, on the right, the separation
of the waters above and below the earth.
Day Three (of the camel), shows the Gimel in the
center, with the continents on the left, and the creation
of trees on the right.
Day Four (of the door), shows the creation of the
sun on the left, and the moon and the stars on the right.
Day Five (of the house), shows on the left, the creation of fish, and on the right the creation of birds.
Day Six (of the nail, or peg), shows the creation of
the mammals (the lion as king of beasts), and man m
the garden.
Inside the library the s;:~ me type of symbolism has
been continued to show the emblems and signs of the
great authors in the field of Biblical literature and
church related work.
The dedication of the new library in September,
1962, will give everyone an opportunity, on visits to St.
Louis, to make a pilgrimage to this n<;w addition to the
monumental and eloquent architecture of Concordia
Seminary.
The architect, Rex Becker, and the seminary authorities are to be commended for following through in
such a careful manner on the advice of Dr. Jean Labutut
for the excellent setting of the library in consideration
of further campus development, especially in the plans
for the Chapel.

BOOKS OF THE MONTH
part of it stems fr.o m rhe rediscovery of the
"to look, rut least, ).ike a church," u,nless
laity made by the "20th century reformathat building reminds the worshiping intion." For contrary to its negative meanLITURGY AND ARCHITECTURE
habitant of Christ's people gathered around
ing in our culture (the layman is the nonHim
in
Word
and
Sacrament.
The
elonBy Peter Hammond (Columbia. Univ.
priest, the non-initiate}, the New Testament
gated rectangular structure which, to most
Press, 1961 )
conveys the exact opposite meaning of layof us , still "looks like a church" because it
Peter Hammond's book is many things.
man. The layman is one who is initiated
has two clearly divided and distinct sections
Most personally and passionately it is his
into the laos, the rooeemed priestly pe.ople
- reserved seats for the clergy and unrepublic remorse .for and indictmBnt of a
of God. To be a layman means to be an
served benches for the lai,ty - comes close
wasted generaJtion and a wasted wartime
active participant in, not just a recipient of,
to being a visible heresy. It literally divides
interlude in English church architecture.
the priestly, ·the eucharistic, t'he Christ-andthe church. At best, it is an arch-RomanizFrom Rainey to Ronchamps (1922-1955)
His-people-in-conversation, action.
But
ing tendBncy left over from the Middle
English society changed radically, theoloHammond is not over-clerical when he disAges which even contemporary Rome is
gians the world around discovered the nacusses church building plans: "reduced to
strenuously combating. Perhaps it Jooks
ture of the GospBl and of the church, contitheir basic elements - an altar, a congrelike a church, but it does little to remind
nental archi,tects began discovering how to
gation and a space to contain them." What
us of the chul'ch of what Christ said
build churches in consonance with those
makes so many of the churches of SwitzerHis church is and does, i.e., a "peculiar"
theological discoveries, but the church in
land, France, and Germany built in the last
people enga,ged in the peculiar ethos of reEngland just kept rolling along - downhill,
decade so good is th<o.~ ~!1ey "reveal some
minding each other of the Master's Word
down and out of the lives of the English.
measure of awareness that the design
and then, of all things, consuming His
And the church buildings erected during
of a church must start from an analysis of
body and blood, simply because He said so!
this time document it, even those now under
its purpose."
Hammond's books is not 1a11 anti-anticonstruction, with such pitifully few excepquarian or anti-revivalist diatribe.
He
Hammond's book is not iconoclastic or
tions.
holds no brief for "modern architecture" in
anti-symbolistic in its plea for simplicity
English church-builders,
establishment
and of itself. He sharply criticizes those
and for "functionalism." (He can find no
and non-conformist alike, still think ·f irst
architects who, in their commitment to the
better word, he says.) The functionalism
of the word "church" as the building to
contemporary world, have made the most
which he champions is not, however, first
which the churchly people carne rather
of modern materials - steel, glass, concrete
of all a matter of the materials used in the
rhan as ·t he people themselves who fre- but hruve apparently not yet become constructure but of the use to which the strucquently domicile themselves as they gather
temporary enough -to have discovered what
ture will be put.
Yet he does inveigh
around the Word and Sacrament. Hamthe church is, i.e., those peculiar people who
against that architectural symbol.i sm which
mond's book is a-lso an impassioned brief
will make peculiar use of that building.
seeks to "create a .m ood," a "religious atfor this latter understanding of church and
Sev~ral recent projects suggest that the mosphere," or a "sense of mystery." Con~
church building. This theological insight
architect has started out with an arbitrary
cerning this kind of symbolism he says:
into the nature and function of the church
. . . It is certainly desirable that a
desire to build, it may bB, a round church,
is one of the products of the "mformrution
or to exploit the possibilities of a pal'ticular
church should convey a feeling of t'he
of .t he 20th century" occurring in all
numinous: of the tremendum mystcriconstructional system regardless of the debranches of Christendom. . Biblical and
mands of ·the "programme" (Hammond's
um of the unapproachable God. . . .
church-historical study (liturgics and patris- word for "what people are and what they
The,re is, however, nothing specificallv
tics) have helped church people rediscover
are doing in the building").
"This is
Christian about this.
It is true in
that the church is people. English theolosome measure of the templBS of every
not," Hammond maintains, "an approach
gians know this too, but English churchto church architecture or indeed to
Teligion. It is a property of natural
builders ignore it.
architecture of any kind which is calphenomena perhaps even more than of
Au contraire on the Continent.
In
culated to produce a satisfa·c tory building."
human artifacts. A sunset or the conFrance, Switzerland, and West Germany
However, just because what goes on in
templation of the night sky can yield a
church architects have already for a generathe domus ecclesiae is relatively constant
genuine "worship experience" a
tion been building a domus ecclesiae, a
sense of the mystery that haunts the
from one parish of Christ's ·church to anhouse for the church, a house in which and
everyday world. The function of Chrisother, "it is an illusion to suppose that there
into which the church gathers. Thus these
tian symbolism is more specific. The
is one, and only one, liturgically correct
people and their gathered activity constitute
carbolic faith is not just a vague
plan for a parish church. What is essenthe first and overriding consideraJtion in any
tial is that every specific solution should
theism.
A church must express far
thought as to what the building should be.
more than the othernBSs of an unknown
spring from, and be informed by, an adeIt is not what the architect "thinks a church
quate theological programme."
and unknowable deity. The God to
should look like" to which the given congre"The task of the architect," Hammond
whom we offer our eucharist, "in and
gation must Bventually adapt itself and its insists, "is to relate the altar to the congrethrough his Son Jesus Christ, is not
activity. The movement of thought in degation in such a way as to express two funsimply the God Who manifseted himsigning a church has to be from the inside damental truths: first that all are particiself obscurery in th~ lightning and thick
out: from whrut the people inside the buildpants in the eucharistic action; secondly,
darkness of Mount Sinai ...
ing are to what they are doing there to the
. . . an u.nbalanced stress on the
that within the one priestly community
shape of the space which will best augment
tremendum mysterium of the unknowthere is a diversity of special liturgies and
this activity to the surfaces that will best enfunctions." Whereas the latter part of this
able, unapproachable God to the excluclose this space to the supports that will best
sion of any thought of the presence of
statement may contain a bit of the Anglikeep these surfaces in place.
can's heightened concern for the distinctive
the risen Lord in his body the Church,
in the two or three gathered together in
role ·of the ordained priesthood, the first
Thus no building can truthfully be said
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his name, reflects the decay of an informed faith into a vague piety . . .
The cult of mystery, in popular as
distinct from •the Christian sense of the
word, always goes !hand in hand with
a diminished sense of responsibility on
the part of the ordinary Christian. It
is when the layman ceases to be an active participant in the redemptive work
of the Church and becomes in some
measure an "outsider" that Christian
symbolism tends to lose its authentic
character, i•ts vital connection wirh the
liturgy and the sacraments. Sacred art
must do fa1 more than provoke an
aesthetic or emotional frisson. Its function is to make manifest under •the form
of sign and symbol t~e presence of the
New Creation that new order of
re.ality which entered into the cosmos
as the fruit of Chri&t's strange work.
The decay of sacred art -into religious
art, a language of energetic symbols
into a mawkish sentimentality, is symptomatic of a growing blindness: the
trans.formaJtion of contemplation and
communion into aestheticism. As Andre
Malraux has written: "The great Christian art did not die because all possible
forms had been used up: it died because faith was being tramformed into
piety~"

There is one "symbol" which Hammond
is trying to debunk as 20th century architectural coin: the "cathedral symbol"
which has dominated Western church architecture from actual cathedi:als to parish
churches for the past thousand years. Quoting from the Roman Catholic bishop of
Reno, Nevada [sic], he says, "The great
church dominating the city and assePting
its pre-eminence by mass and bulk and
soaring height ... included much more than
the apostolic faith in its symbolism.
It
typified wealth and power and esteem, if
not downright human pride. It chose mass
and bulk and height as the necessary concomitants of its imaginative display: the
greater the mass the more exalted the
height the more impressive the symbolism,
until, in the course of time, it encountered
the humiliation of Beauvais f editor's note:
the ta:llest of all rthe French Gothic cathedrals, which collapsed even before the choir
was finished]. All this, however, had very
little relation to actual use or usefulness,
for the cathedral, quite obviously, was not
primarily designed rto house the family of
God." It actuaHy "changed and warped
the original concept of the Christian liturgy
as an act of communal worship."
Numerous questions could be put to
Hammond - that is a mark of the merit,
not of the deficiency, of this book - and
t'he chance to catechize him would be a
treat. For example, doesn't the fact of an
e&tablishment go a long way toward explaining the conservatism of English ChrisSEPTEMBER
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tianity, and thus English church architecture, e•ven among the nonconformist denominations?
Why was Europe's most
famous Protestant architect, Otto Bartning,
relegated to two passing references when
•his treatise on modern church architecture
in basic agreement with Hammond's
theolpgical insights appeared years before Rainey (1919) and his churches built
on those principles existed as early as 1909?
In summary of Hammond's concern, a
word of our Lord comes to mind, although
it was spoken in a very different context.
The architecture of a domus ecclesiae
ought to be so ordered tha-t if, by some
fluke, neither the spoken nor the sacramental Gospel should be present, "the
very stones themselves would cry out: You
are Christ's church! 0 come, let us adore
Him! "
EDwARD

H.

ScHROEDER

RELIGION AS AN OCCUPATION, A STUDY
IN THE SOCIOLOGY OF PROFESSIONS

By Joseph H. Ficht·~r, 'S .J. (University of
Notre Dame Press, $6.50)
This compliation of studies concerning
Roman Catholic religious professiona:ls, by
the leading Catholic sociologist of the
c'hurch, needed to be done. It is a courageous book an<1 one of the best treatments
of personnel problems within the world's
oldest and largest organization (the farflung Roman Catholic Church). It is well
organized and well written.
The book is rlirected primarily to a nontechnical audience of Roman Catholic
church workers. Those responsible for recruitment into church professions and those
charged with administration of church
schools, hospitals, etc., will especially benefit. The volume provides the non-Roman
"outsider" a glimpse into the problems of
a tradition-laden organization facing social
and technological change.
As indicated, the book is primarily a compilation of existing studies on various types
of professional personnel in Roman Catholicism (priests, . brothers, sisters), plu: being
a kind of primer on administration and organization within religious orders.
The
sources of data are a number of dissertations
.and researches on church personnel, texts
dealing with sociological processes in complex organi7.ations, and the author's own
personal observations and experiences. As
the reader proceeds from the earlier sections of .the book (dealing with origins, recruitment, placement, careel'S of religious
personnel) to the )ast section (on administration and management), he will be a-w are
of a progressive shift from reliance on empirical studies to administration theory and
speculations by the author. The author is
not unaware of potential criticisms of his
suggestions for reform, from 'within, as at
crucial points he liberally quotes from recent popes to "prove his points.

Many of the author's comments and interpretations, which might sound mild to
a reader reared in a less hierarchicallycontrolled organization (e.g. Lutheran), undoubtedly to certain Catholic readers will
seem rather daring and revolutionary. The
present reviewer's impression is that, while
the Roman Catholic Church at times seems
monolithic and a tower of organizational
strength to ·those without, these same "virtues" appear as weaknesses in the light of
contemporary organizationa-l principles. The
author seems generally to reflect this latter
view, too.
Many of the f!ndings which are reported
on origins and recruitment of religious personnel appear to parallel developments in
the Lutheran church in America; others
are divergent.
ParaHels between Roman
Catholicism and Lutheranism include the
following: a trend to later decisions and
completing high school before entrance upon professional training; parental ambivalence to see a son or da~hter go into
church service (more opposition is reported
concerning girls' desires to become sisters) ;
the stereotype that most encouragement to
religious vocations comes from pious mothers (it comes first of aH from priests, brothers, sisters) ; a large proportion of candidates having dose relatives in church service (two thirds); some families (middle
class, urban) .overproducing their fair share
of candidates; problems of parochial schools
m staffing their schools with officially
trained personnel; movement of Roman
Cathoiics (including families from which
candidates come) into the middle class.
Many differences obviously exist between
the Roman Catholic and Lutheran systems,
of course. Lutheran parents, for example,
do not have to contend with the threat
which celibacy holds for Roman Catholic
parents.
The philosophy of professional
training and career patterns is also quite
different. In the Roman Catholic system,
great stre5s is placed on "spiritual formation." The stress in Roman Catholic seminaries upon persona-l sanctity and salvation
s«:-ems to collide .w ith requirements of competence in functions and skills for performance in actual pastoral situations. The
author writes, «Exclusive concentration on
self-perfection is almost necessarily a block
to successful externa!l apostolic performance"
(pp. 110-111). In some ways, this stress
on personal piety seems to smack of sectarianism. The Lutheran lack of such emphasis in the preparation of its religious
professionals in the past may be a C:efect,
but this absence at least obviates a situa.tion in which fanaticism is a barrier to acquiring competence. Isolation of the Roman Catholic training situation from parish
life tends to postpone the professional
reality shock of the young neophyte until he
commences on his career. This isolation,
of course, can be both strength as well as
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weakness.
Lutheran (and other Protestant) ministerial candidates tend to have
much more contact with "normal" parish
situations, partly by virtue of marriage, all
the way through their .trainings.
The author also points to the dysfunctions
of a stress upon obedience, quoting the
facetious remark that too often "the seminary makes boys out of men." While Lutheran seminaries have also been given to
too much paternalism, probably the lack of
a vow. of ".obedience" has functioned not
to dry up initiative as much as in the Roman system.
The Roman Catholic professional, a fter
entrance into a career, probably feels somewhat more confined and consequently more
dissatisfied because of lack .o f freedom to
initiate with regard to choice of occupational situation. The Roman Catholic professional must stay either in the diocese of
the bishop to which he is pledged or in
the religious order in which he was trained .
In the diocese, certain "staff" pos1t1ons
offer opportunity for challenge (e.g., charities, education, chancery office). Othe rwise, a young curate (assistant pastor )
must await his turn on the long seniority
lists until a vacancy as head pastor occurs
in a parish, as result .of death of a suptlrannuated cohleague. Fichter reports that
priests have an uneasy sense of dissatisfaction as a result of being too much a "generalist" in the parish and having too little
opportunity to get a sense of accomplishment through specialized actlVltles. This
phenomenon seems to be present also in
the Lutheran ministry.
Religious functionaries in orders, on the other hand, may
ntlver become pope and have little opportunity for attainment to eminence within
the more collegiably run religious order ;
but Jesuits, D.ominicans, et a!. have more
opportunity to specialize in a pa rticular
field and have opportunity · for more geographic mobility.
One of the more intt:resting chapters
deals with "Giving Up the Vocation," or
the fate of those who demit or leave the
priesthood, sisterhood, etc.
Just as the
motives for entering and sanctions for rcmammg in religious vocations are grtlater
than for an y other occupation, so the penalties for turning one's back on the professional religious field are the most severe.
An ex-priest is not only a kind of outcast in
his own group (even whtln leaving from
sheer boredom ) , but he is also suspect to
the outside. The author is generally sympathetic to the situation of the ex-functionary
who demits, and thinks he or she should
gentlrally be left alone. He points to evidence that a functionary', former colleagues
sometimes increase the bitterness of the departing colleague through lack of charity.
Formerly, when a postulant dropped out of
seminary during the training period, he was
secretly spirited away during the lunch
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hour; nowadays, seminary " drop-outs" are
no longer forbidden to have contact with
their erstwhile classmates, and some such
"alumni" even form clubs. Some ex-professionals unfortunately become willing
pawns for anti-Roman Catholic .organizations. R eaders may be interested to •l earn
that the Roman Catholic Church has a n
organization "Via Coeli," specifically for the
rehabilitation of "problem " priests. The
whole problem of those forsaking religious
occupations needs a great deal more study,
in Catholicism, Luthera nism, and in other
communions.
The last three chapters, on "structural implica tions," a re primari•l y meant for members of organized orders of "rtlgular" ( vs.
diocesan ) clergy and revolve around the
conflict between simultaneously having t o
be member of a " bureaucratic" religious
order and also being "professional" providtlr of servi ces according to some worldly
standard (as scientist, teacher, nurse, chaplain, etc.). The author thinks entirely too
much stress has been placed on the religious occupant's role in the religious order's
internal system and not tlnough upon his
role as specialist in a particular task. The
real vocation as executor of a specific
"apostolic task" of service to mankind is
inhibited by the archaic and rigid forms of
organization within the religious order as
or.ganization. For example, the role in the
order tends to place a premium upon cb cdience within a hierarch y, while the role as
professionaJ stresses collegiality and individual initia tive.
Conctlpts of discipline
held by head pastors, bishops, and religio~s
superiors in general are too nega tive and
repressing.
All this results in lowered
morale and efficiency in subordinates, who
really ntled to derive more sa tisfaction from
their specialized tasks themselves.
The
author says, "In the >larger American dioceses, well over half of the priests feel that
their bishop dotlS not rake a personal and
positive interest in them " ( p. 271 )'. This
feeling is shared, although to a lesser extent, by suobordinatq within religious orders
as well.
Much of the section on administration is
probably not applicable to the situation of
Luthtlra n olergy, who in this country opera te
mu ch more in terms of a collegial system of
equals. However, mentions of ineptness of
superiors in administration and of role conflic ts pr.obably. apply, within Lutheranism,
at a number of points. The relations of
executives to each other and also to national officials, district officials, a nd local
clergy need clarification in Luthera nism.
In Lutheranism, the problems are merely
not as explicit as in Roman .Ca tholicism,
possibly because the organizational outlines
and processes are not as explicit.
In view of the inadequacy of research
materials available to the author on the
whole subject of the sociology of religious
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institutions, the reviewer has little criticism
of sociologist Fichte r. However, it is not
out of place to say that his "popularness"
of presentation sometimes interferes with
the adequacy of presentation of certain
technical requirements. For example, the
author .frequently does not give sufficient
sta tisti cal basis for his conclusions; he does ~
not describe the nature of the sampling pro- 1
cess; h e .gives only segments of certain research results (as, for example, when h e 1
cites findings on " the Notre Dame study"). '
Sometimes he makes assertions of "normali- '"'I
ty" (pp. 52-5 3) without sufficient qualification. H e omits r eference to John Dono- ~ ~
van's important study on the priesthood
( 1951 Harvard Ph.D . dissertation) . The reviewer hopes tha t Fa ther Fichter will make
certain studies, in whi ch he himself has
participated and which form some of the ..
basis of his book, more available in separate form .
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THE NEW TESTAMENT IN
MODERN ENGLISH
Translated by ]. B. Phillips (Macmillan
Paperback, $1.45)

THE SCREWTAPE LETTERS AND
SCREWT APE PROPOSES A TOAST
By C . S. Lewis (Macmi:llan Paperback,
95 cents )
B.oth of these books ar.e too well and
faVDrably known to require a review. The ,.
happy news is that they am now available
in inexpensive editions which dispose of ~
the last pla usible excu se .for not reading
them.

GENERAL
RIPLEY, THE MODERN MARCO POLO
By Bob Considine (Doubleday, $3.95 )
R eviewing this book about "•the modern ..
Marco Polo" is almost as hard as the chore
of reading it.
Author Considine takes the reader over
a million miles of travel in an unsuccessful
search for some unknown which LeRoy <
(later changed to ·Bob ) Ripley never found .
It paints him in a "do-no-wrong" light
and too often glamorizes harem-keeping,
excessive drinking, gross disregard for his
associa tes, and the like (all practices of
Ripley's), which would get the average
person in deep trouble.
The e.ffort .frequently sounds 'like a mere
listing of some of the most unusual oddities •
which Ripley came across or had sent to
him, in effect an .outline for cartoon possibilities. A picture here for e very thousand
words would have been most welcome.
The book at best is another case history
in how the unpredictable American public
idolizes and makes a hero out of someone
with little special tale.nt.
CARL

F.
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Sights and Sounds

Andover to Goonhilly
----------------------------------------------------------------8
television programs are now a
reality. Months of intensive research and experimentation reached a breath-taking climax on July 10
with the successful launching of Telstar, the communications satellite which was designed and built by the
Bell Telephone Laboratories and was rocketed into orbit by the U.S. Government under the supervision of
NASA. It was a proud moment for our nation when
the Stars and Stripes appeared simultaneously on television screens in our land and in Europe. But this was
much more than just a cause for national pride and
personal rejoicing. The launching of Telstar is of significance to peoples in every part of the earth. For this
is only the first small step in a far-reaching program
designed to girdle the globe with a world-wide network
of communications satellites. The potentials - for good
or for evil - are practically limitless. The programs
relayed through the medium of Telstar and the ground
stations at Andover, Maine, and Goonhilly Downs,
England, marked the high points in summertime television viewing.
"Chickens come home to roost." This is an old andfamiliar saying. But it is not only chickens that come
home to roost; sometimes our own words come back to
haunt or confound us. In a chapter of The Eighth Art,
which is to be published in the fall, Igor Stravinsky
makes this comment: "A television concert is a great
bore. Yes, of course you can see the timpani and the
trombone and the oboe, but what is the interest of
that?" J recalled these words when I saw the world
premiere of Noah and the Flood, a dance drama written
especially for television by the eminent composer-conductor and presented on CBS as a tribute to Stravinsky
to mark his eightieth birthday. I shall not go as far as
to say that the presentation was a grea t bore. It was
not. But it was decidely disappointing. The Flood as
recorded in Genesis marked the destruction of a world
and all but a handful of its inhabitants. This was tragedy and suffering on an immense scale. For this rev-iewer at least these qualities were neither captured
nor reflected in Noah and the Flood, which is essentially a miniature. Less than one half of the allotted
sixty minutes of air time was actually devoted to the
drama; the rest of the period was filled with biographical notes pertaining to the life and the career of the
world-famous composer. Choreography by George Balanchine was brilliantly executed by the New York
City Ballet, and the choral sections were beautifully
sung by the Columbia Chorus. Sets and costumes by
Rouben Ter-Arutunian, ~.!ways strikingly original,
sometimes bordered on the .grotesque. The roles as-
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signed to distinguished singers and actors were negligible indeed. Incidentally, just for the record I want
to say that I have great admiration for Stravinsky and
have often been enchanted by some of his works. But
I do not agree with his harsh dictum concerning teleVIswn concerts. My only regret is that there are so
few of them in the course of a season.
"Lest we forget! Lest we forget!" These words from
the well-known poem by Rudyard Kipling serve as an
excellent caption for judgment at Nuremberg (Roxlom ;
'United Artists, Stanley Kramer). This film presents
a chilling and penetrating study of the debasement of
a great nation under the despotic rule of a mad dictator.
It is a powerful indictment of Adolf Hitler, of those who
were willing to support him in his ruthless plans and
actions, and of those who merely looked the other way
or kept silence and thus permitted the appalling atrocities which constitute one of the most shocking chapters
in all recorded history.
Spencer Tracy heads the brilliant cast of judgment
at Nuremberg. All the performances are good, and
Maximilian Schell fully merits the Academy Award he
received for his convincing portrayal of the young German attorney for the defense, But in this reviewer's
opinion the finest performance in the film is that of
Burt Lancaster in the role of one of the German judges
on trial.
Mr. Lancaster achieves another brilliant performance
in the title role of Birdman of Alcatraz (United Artists,
John Frankenheimer), an absorbing and often deeply
moving film based on the book by Thomas A. Gaddis,
a social worker. This is the fascinating - and in most
respects - accurate account of the life story of Robert
F. Stroud and his extraordinary achievements behind
prison bars. Convicted of murder at the age of twenty,
Stroud has been a convict for fifty-three years. Forty
of these years were spent in solitary confinement. Although he has been etigible for parole since 1937, every
appeal in his behalf has been denied. This in spite of
the fact that during his imprisonment Stroud has written not only ~hat is regarded as a definitive work on
the diseases of birds but also an exhaustive study of the
penal system.
Lillian Hellman's play The Children's Hour is a
bleak and tragic tale of lives ruined by a false accusation of Lesbianism made against two teachers by a
malicious child. I recall that I read the play and that
I saw the film version made in 1936. Although The
Children's Hour (United Artists, William Wyler) is
far superior to the earlier film, it lacks the force and the
impact necessary fully to convey realism and conviction.
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A Minority Report
"The Epistle of Practice"
-------------By
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MANAGING EDITOR of The Cresset and I teach a
Bible class. In 3haring the duties and pleasantries
of teaching this class, we are furthering a long-established friendship. In addition, we are being revived
Sunday after Sunday by as good a group of people as
you will find anywhere.
It is a good Bible class for a number of reasons. The
people in the class are first-rate personalities: they are
intelligent; they are interesting and interested; they
have seen and experienced enough of life's blessings
and tragedies to give them a deep understanding of
human existence; they are Christian enough to take
neither the blessings nor the tragedies too seriously;
they want to learn more about the Christian way. Each
member is truly a unique human being.

Luther and others have contended that the epistle
of James is peculiar in that it does not really and explicitly mention the Passion, the Resurrection, or the
Spirit of Christ. Christ is mentioned, but nothirig is
really ever said about Him. The contention is: an
apostle (or perhaps even a very dedicated Christian)
would have preached Christ a little more. Luther per se
was irked because James mixed Law and Gospel in a
dreadful fashion. Luther implied: he must have been
a pious man who did not quite understand Jesus. Luther's general appraisal of James rests in this statement:
"Therefore, I cannot put him among the chief books,
though 1 would not thereby prevent anyone from putting him where he pleases and estimating him as he
pleases; for there are many good sayings in him."

They represent different roles in life: labor, management, law, teaching, motherhood, fatherhood, community and church leadership, and the like. On occasion, visitors drop in but they do not hinder the members of the class in any manner.

The epistle of James is of particular interest to the
members of our Bible class because it deals with practical affairs. In Introducing The New Testament, A. M.
Hunter (Mansfield College, Oxford) calls it "The
Epistle of Practice." As we have found out this past
summer, James does deal with the every-day aspects of
living: temptation and trials, the rich and the poor,
the uses and abuses of the tongue, patience and prayer,
anger and retribution. As a matter of fact, it seems at
times to deal with very simple and mundane matters.
They seemed to be such elementary matters for the consideration of a "high-powered" Bible class. Are we not
to be discussing the infinite, the majestic, the Olympian?
But here we are discussing something that happens every
day like "getting mad," or "gossiping like a busted
sausage." However, this is the point: the discussion of
these mundane, elementary, and practical matters takes
us to the heart of existence. When you are "mad"
at your wife and "kids," you have neither time nor the
inclination to explore the infinite and the majestic.
For the peace of your own household and conscience,
you must get this infinitely "down-to-earth" problem
solved - or sleep outside. One does not sleep on the
Olympian hills.

By and large, they are all positive people. Very little
time is spent in merely being negative. They know
life must be lived - and for them in the Christian context - and they might as well get on with it at once.
And they talk. They discuss. This constitutes the
life of this class. The teacher is just another guy
trying to get his "two cents" into the game. They certainly cannot be restrained or scared by yelling "heretic"
at them. Together they make for bright Sunday morning conversation.
At the present we are discussing the epistle of James.
The unique, if not eccentric, attributes of this epistle
simply enhance the dynamics of our Sunday morning
talk. The epistle of James does strike most of us in the
class as a rather unusual book in the Christian Revelation. Luther found it to be rather disconcerting: "A
right strawy epistle with no tang of the Gospel about it."
He did not think it the work of an apostle, for no
apostle would have written in the manner of James.
Luther insisted that Paul would not have written James
2, 21: "Was not Abraham our Father justified by wo1·1!s,
when he had offered Isaac his son upon the altar"?
According to Luther, this statement contradicts what
has been said about Abraham's basic Christ-centered
faith.
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Thi·s Bible class, like the epistle ·of James, is done in
the pointed style, with telling figures and images, with
the nuances of diversity, and in the imperative to one
and all: "But become ye doers of the word."
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they used common sources and revised them in di·fferent ways
( cf. Luke 1: 1-4) is not disturbing to 1aith. Luther was
free to quote Christ against the Scripture in his introduction to the 'l etter of James. Whoever is concerned by
these things should seriously ask himself whether his faith
is still the faith of the apostles, evangelists, and Lutheran
rdormers.

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor:
The December, 1961, issue <Yf Th e Cresset contains a " Letter
to the Editor" from Prof. Elmer J. Moe'lle r of Springfield, Illinois.
In this letter, Prof. Moeller expresses concern over a doctrine of
the Word which takes the distinction between L aw and Gospe.l
seriously. Since Prof. Moeller's letter sometimes obscures the
actual nature of such a doctrine ~f the Word and at other timell
draws improper conclusions on the basis of it, I shall not attempt
to analyze his presentation in detai'i. I merely present the following elements of a doctrine of the Word for d iscussion .

•

1.

The doctrine of the Word in the Lutheran Confessions is :
A) All doctrines are taken .from and proved according to
Scripture; Scripture is, therefore, the sole rule and norm
of doctrine. (It is significant that the ·L utheran Confessions contain no statement of what books are canonical. )
B) Scripture (Word .of God) is to be divided into L aw and
Gospel ( cf. A pol. IV, 5; XII, 53. FC V, 1. )

2.

The division <Yf the Word of God into Law and Gospel
is so formulated that every third category is excluded.
Only Law and Gospel possess the authority of th~ Word of
God. All else belongs to the framework of language and
history ·w itl)in which and through which the Law and the
Gospel were and are proclaimed. It may not, therefore, be
isolated from its larger context and given independent
significance .
The confessions of the Luthera n Church are accepted because they divide Law and Gospel as the Scriptures do and
thus preserve the purity <Yf the Gospel (from the Law ) .
The confusion of the framework of reference with the
kerygma js one form of the confusion of Law and Gospel.
(Law and framewol'k of reference are not to be equated. )

3.

4.

'J'he confessions describe the boundary between the kerygma
and the framework of .reference in the Scriptures. The
confessions have their own framework of reference which is
not to be identified with the framework of reference m
Scripture.

5.

The authority of the message of Scripture is validated by
the testimony of the Holy Spirit in and through its proclamation. It is harmful to attempt to estahlish the authority
of Scripture apart from the act of proclamation .

6.

The Law establishes its authority by convicting me of ·sin.
The Gospel establishes its authority by creating faith in the
forgiveness of sins for Christ's s·a ke through .faith. Faith
is ·to be understood as saving faith .

7.

The authority of .Scripture is not dependent on any doctrine
of inspiration. In no case may it b e replaced or superseded
by a doctrine of inspiration.
When man hears the proclamation of the Word of God, he
is judged by the Word. 'E mphasis .on the doctrine of inspiration turns his attention to his judgment of Scripture. The
more this is done, the more the proclamation of the Word
is made impossible.
The authority of the New Testament as the writings of the
aposrles and their followers is no greater than their preaching. The significant reaction to both ·is not a reaction to
the speaker or writer but to the Lord who is proclaimed.
The possibility of ·a n apostle being in error should no more
disturb a· twentieth century Christian than it disturbed
Paul when he found Peter in error in Galatia (Galatians
2: 11 ; note that it is the "truth of the Gospel" that is at
stake, 2: 14) or himself in error while writing an epistle ( 1
Cor. 1: 14-15). Whatever the relationship of the Gospels
according tO Matthew, Mark, and Luke may be, the fact that
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The word translated "given by inspiration of God" in 2
Timothy 3: 16 appears only once in the New Testament.
The word means many things in general Greek usage;
many of these meanings are not compatible with the Gospel.
No doctrinal conclusions may be drawn this passage except
those explicitly supported by its context.
11. Scripture nowhere claims for itself the infallibility in matters
of geology, history, and other secular matters which the Brief
Statement ascribes to it. Such assertions are non-Scriptural.
12. Theologians of the Missouri Synod have - as can be demonstrated from their writings frequently dif.fered among
themselves on the "limits" of infallibi1ity.
13. One example of this is the treatment of the Ptolemaic hypothesis. Whereas Francis ·P ieper (1, 577) considers it "unworthy of a Christian" to interpret any statement in Scripture according to the Copernican and contrary to . the
Ptolemaic hypothesis, ·the Statement on Scripture adopted
by the San Francisco Convention in 1959 asserts that statements referring to sunrise and sunset "must" not be .inter=
preted as conveying scientific information. Similarly, Pieper
( I, 57 5) holds that the firmament of Genesis 1 is solid
and that the possibility of the waters above the firmament
breaking through it is as "dangerous" as the waters of the
oc~an flooding the land and the Stateme•nt on Scripture
requires that a11 statements of Genesis 1-3 "must" be understood as conveying scientific information. I would suggest,
however, that most pastors of the Miss.o uri Synod take
neither the firmament nor the waters above the firmament
<Yf Genesis I in their literal and scientific sense.
14. It is imj:ossible to assert that a.ll of Genesis 1-3 must be
understood in its liten11 and scie.ntifk sense. There is no
ecclesiastical authority competent ·to assert that the six days
of Genesis 1 are not in the same category as the firmament,
the windows of heaven, or .the pillars supporting the earth.
Alii are irrelevant to the proclamation of the Word of God.
15. God has made me and all creatures. Th.is is the confessional
doctrine of creation. I was not made during the six days.
The theological problem in the doctrine of creation is not
the time or method involved, but the fact that the holy
Creator creates and continues to create sinners.
16. Faith in God the Creator is nei•ther weakened nor strengthened by the inaccuracy or accuracy of our knowledge about
the way in which He began creation ·a nd now continues to
create, nor by the scientific accuracy of my understanding
of •the processes of conception, gestation, and maturation.
17. The fact that the doctrine of the Word is thus being revised
in practice - contrary to all theory - gives reason to hope
the distinction between Law and Gospel implied ·i n this
revision will be applied to the entire doctrine of the Word.
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Robert C. SchuLtz
(Note: The foregoing letter was received too late for publication
in the June issue (lnd may prove baffling to those who have forgotten the comments of Professor Moeller. We publish it nevertheless since it represe•nts a clearly divergent point of view from
that expressed by Professor Moeller. Limitations of space and
the fact that the discussion would be of too highly technical a
nature for most of us prompt us to bow out of the discussion at
this point. If Dr. Schult{ and Professor Moeller should find it
possible to arrange a public discussion of the points on which
they disagree, we would be happy to pass the word to our readers.
- The Editors)
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The Benediction of Sorrow*
Whenever death comes to a Christian it never brings
only a single gift. It always carries more than one
thing. In the Christian view, it carries joy, peace, glory,
and rest to the soul which is now free of the chains of
mortality and ready to see God as we have not yet seen
Him. We must never forget that in the Christian view
death brings no sorrow to those who die. It brings
sorrow only to those who live. To those of us who remain here for a little while it brings a cup of tears, a
seemingly bitter grief, the ultimate myrrh of life and
living.
For us death also has a gift, but it is not easy to appreciate. Sor.neone has said that death always makes philosophers of men. That is true. More than any other
event in human existence it compels us to ask: "Why?"
We all know, of course, that the question is not new.
It has been asked by men since our first parents stood
outside the gates of Paradise Lost. It is the great wailing cry of children lost in the night: "Why does God
permit these things to happen? Why all the pain and
heartache that follows the evening sun across the world?"
More than any other fact in life, death brings us
face to face with this question. This is it! This is the
ultimate barrier between the mind of man and the mind
of God. There must be a way across or through it if we
are to live sanely and happily; in fact, if we are' to live
at all. Without some answer life would be desolation.
It would become a world of broken- hearts and empty
arms, cruel, senseless, brutal and blind, utterly without
meaning and ,without hope.
For one and only one type of person there is an
answer. It is an answer not of logic or reason or philosophy. It is the answer which is the great benediction
of sorrow, even of the final sorrow of death. It is the
blessed assurance, beyond tears and beyond hope,
brought by the power of the Spirit of God that God
is in this! It is the knowledge that He uses even death
to bring the golden gift of a stronger faith and surer
hope. It is the sureness that the cleansing fire of sorrow leaves not ashes but warmth - the strange warmth
that comes from our God-given knowledge of the fact
that God loves us - loves us enough to blind our eyes
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with tears that we may see Him more clearly, loves us
enough to break our hearts so that they will be mended
in Him, loves us enough to remind us again and again
that we have here no continuing city, that life is a pilgrimage whose length is uncertain but whose end is sure.
This is the benediction of sorrow! If it does not
mean this, what in the name of God can it mean?
There is only one other possible answer, the answer
which so many in our generation have given - that all
of this really means nothing, that it is no more and no
less than the crushing of an insect under our feet, the
falling of a leaf or the withering of a flower. I prefer,
and I think you should too, the other answer - that
God is in this, that beyond the white stillness of death
is the white mercy of God over a cross, holding our
blessed dead and all of us in His everlasting arms, giving
them the benediction of glory and the rest of us the
benediction of sorrow and hope.
In the · light of that two-fold benediction, we at
Valparaiso know exactly what happened on the evening
of April 13 on a Wisconsin road. An angel stood before the Throne of God, white and still, and the voice
of God came to him: "I have some children down · there
now who are ready to come home." And so there was
another presence on the dark highway that night, standing invisible among the onlookers, the police, and the
curious crowd which always gathers at the scene of an
accident. At God's own moment, the angel took their
souls into his hands and began the long journey upward
- beyond the stars, beyond all worlds, beyond all time,
to the Land whose place we do not know. The journey
began in darkness, the darkness of earth and of sin, of
Friday night, April 13. But as the angel flew there was
a great and greater light, brighter, whiter, stronger, until
the whole universe was full of the searching rna jesty
and mercy of God Himself. The angel came to the
Throne of God with the souls of our friends and left
them there. And God bent down from His throne
and wiped all tears from their eyes. And they knew no
more sorrow, but only benediction.
I am content to leave them there, to say Goodbye
for a few years in the great words of our liturgy:
"Eternal 'fest grant unto them, 0 Lord, and let perpetual light shine upon them."

*This is an abridgement of a sermon which was preached
at a memorial service for four stude-nts of Valparaiso University
who were faJally injured in an automobile accident on Friday,
April 13, of this year.
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